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Abstract
Digital film scanners have been used in the photographic industry for more than a
decade. The existence of digital image data has made possible the use of computer-based
scene enhancement algorithms to improve image quality. These algorithms are usually
device-dependent, functioning properly only for data generated by one scanner system.
The complexity ofmost enhancement algorithms make them costly to develop, thus
device-independent scene enhancement algorithms would be valuable. The computation
of mathematical transformations to convert scanner data to a device-independent space is
possible. The data created using these transformations should serve as the input for
device-independent enhancement algorithms. A study to determine scanner data space
transformations was performed. This study evaluated a subset of Operational
Characteristics for three film scanners. These scanner characteristics were used to
determine transformations to convert between scanner data spaces. These results were
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Chapter One
1. General Scanner Information
Chapter one provides an overview of scanner technology and describes its place in
the color reproduction process. The information included in this chapter is presented as
background for the problem specification discussed in Chapter two. Specifically, the use
of digital film scanners in the photographic process is considered. The issues of scanner
design, scanner subsystems, customer-oriented performance specifications and current
applications of scanner systems are also discussed.
1.1 Color Reproduction
Traditionally, the color reproduction process can be divided into three main steps:
photography (input), scanning (color separation) and printing (output) (Zaucha 1). Figure
1-1 shows a simple color reproduction process. This section summarizes the color
reproduction process focusing on the scanning step, common attributes of the three steps
and the relationship between scanning and the photographic and printing disciplines is
explained. Logically, any weak link in the chain will negatively impact final system output,
generating a less than accurate reproduction.
In the process of creating a color reproduction, the photographic material
produced in the input step must be scanned to create (color) separations film or an
electronic image. Modern image scanning, is the process of converting a physical image
General Scanner Information







Figure 1-1 A simple color reproduction process
recorded on some photographic medium to an electronic form. More specifically, digital
film scanning is the process of converting an image recorded on photographic film or print
to a digital pixel-based representation.
Scanners work by
"analyzing"
the dyes present in photographic material. A light
source is used to illuminate the material, so thatmeasurements can be obtained. After
illuminating the photographic material, red, green and blue filters are used to separate the
transmitted light into the appropriate wavelengths (channels), prior to detection by
sensors. The imager (sensor) detects the transmittance (for transmissive copy) or the
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reflectance (for reflective copy) of thematerial. In other words, the transmission through
film or reflection from a print is measured.
Although the transmission or reflection of light is actually measured, it is common
to refer to the Transmission Density of film or the Reflection Density of a print. The
signal a scanner produces is commonly referred to as optical
density. Equations 1-1 and 1-2 show how density relates to
Density = Log @
Equation 1-1 Optical
density relationship to
transmittance and reflectance, respectively. In Equation 1-1,
transmittance
Density = Log10 GO
transmission (T) is the ratio of light intensity after the negative
to light intensity into the negative (Output Intensity / Input
Intensity). In Equation 1-2, the reflectance (R) is the ratio of
Equation 1-2 Optical light intensity reflected from the print to light intensity shining
density relationship to
reflectance onto the print. This signal is proportional to the amount of dye
in the copy and is also referred to as 'integral dye density'. It is this signal that is used in
the final step of the reproduction process.
Knowledge of the spectral response of the output (printing) step is a key
consideration in the design of a scanner. Figure 1-2 shows the data path for amodern,
digital computer-controlled color printer. This printer system performs both the second
(scanning) and third (printing) steps of the color reproduction process. The scanning
process corresponds to the first and second blocks in the figure. In such systems,
designers of both the scanning and printing subsystems aim to match the subsystem
responses. In reality, a scanner's response never precisely matches that of the printer
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paper. The densities as seen by the paper are the true "Printing
Densities,"
and at this time
no scanner is capable of emulating paper's response exactly. Scanners do not see the
negative densities the same way the paper does. This is called the "Photometer / Paper
Sensitivity
Mismatch"

















Figure 1-2 Digital Computer-controlled color printer (Goll 106)
The printing step commonly involves the use of the scanning output signal to
generate a physical print by one of several printing processes. These printing processes
produce reflective copy that are the final output of the color reproduction process. The
final block in Figure 1-2 corresponds to the printing step. This block represents the
exposure of printing paper by projecting light of specific intensity and wavelength, through
a negative for a predetermined time.
The third, fourth and fifth blocks shown in Figure 1-2 represent processes
occurring between scanning and printing. These actions are not part of either process but
are necessary to prepare the data from the scanner output for printing. They correct for
the "Photometer / Paper Sensitivity
Mismatch,"
as well as any distortion introduced during
the photographic process. These processes are shown in the third and fourth blocks. In
digital film scanning systems, the data generated through the scanning process is often




In other reproduction systems, alternate output methods are used. PhotoCD is a
good example. PhotoCD scanners generate digital images for use with CRT (see the
glossary for a definition of CRT) displays in addition to printers. These systems function
similarly to traditional printing systems except that multiple output responses (CRT and
printer response for PhotoCD) must be considered.
1.2 Digital Film Scanners
Images should only be converted between different representations if generation of
data in an alternate form provides some benefit to the system. The following is a list of
some common processes that necessitate the creation of an analog or digital representation
of an image. This list illustrates that many of the advantages of possessing an electronic
version of an image are application dependent.
Translation from one image storage medium to another
Transmission of an image via electronic signals to make another
hardcopy




There are three main processing advantages that make digital electronic-based
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scannersmore desirable than their analog counterparts (Milch 298). First, many of the
sources of instability common to analog electronics are eliminated. Second, additional
processing features can be inexpensively and easily added to digital electronic-based
systems. Third, image pixel data can be stored permanently without degradation. Analog
scanners generate a transient waveform only. Unless the analog signal is recorded on
continuous medium like magnetic tape, image manipulation after scanning is not possible.
Since tape requires sequential access, this storage medium is extremely cumbersome for
imaging applications and therefore impractical.
In most cases, electronic scanning is more flexible and more accurate when
performed using a digital scanner. Quite frequently, post-scanning image enhancement
algorithms can not be implemented in the analog domain providing more reason to
perform digital scanning. The scanner industry has recognized the superiority of digital
scanners over their analog predecessors. Most modern scanners are now digital,
performing internal processing using digital electronics, as well as creating a permanent
digital representation of the input image.
The significant advantages offered by digital scanners and digital imaging in
general has helped increase the application domain of scanners. Today, facsimile
technology is a common example of digital imaging and in particular, digital scanning
technology being used for transmission of images. The use of digital film scanners has
impacted photography on all levels. During film processing, consumer film is digitized and
the digital image is routinely enhanced prior to printing customer photographs.
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1.2.1 Digital Film Scanners - Technology and Practice
This section provides a summary of basic scanner information including
customer-
oriented performance specifications. The performance specifications considered include:
scanner speed, spatial resolution, photometric accuracy and artifacts. Together they
provide a reasonably simple, mostly non-technical overview of scanner performance. The
material presented is applicable to all scanners, independent of scanner model or type.
All scanner input can be divided into two categories describing how the input
interacts with light. Transmissive material allows light to pass through it while reflective
material reflects light Film scanners accept transparent negatives and positives, while
flatbed scanners require reflective images. Photographic prints which are produced as part
of the photographic color reproduction process, are reflective materials and are acceptable
input for a flatbed scanner.
Scanner input format may vary in two ways: frame size and arrangement. A single
frame of photographic film may vary in size from 12mm x 12mm to 1
1"
x 14". The size




for a single frame. Input arrangement
refers to the storage format or the number of frames in an input unit. For example, a 24 or
36 exposure roll of 35mm film frames is common in consumer photography. In the
photographic industry, a roll of multiple film frames is termed a film order thus a 24
exposure roll of 35mm film negatives would be referred to as a 24 exposure film order.
Most scanners are capable of scanning a variety of film formats. This is especially useful




Several general designs for film scanners exist: the 1) flatbed and drum
microdensitomer, 2) CRT flying-spot scanner, 3) laser flying-spot scanner, and 4)
multiple-detector focal plane scanner are themost common. Each of the designs contain
features better suited for certain scanning problems and provides different levels of
performance, but use essentially the same design. The first three categories share a
common design concept, they illuminate and measure one pixel at a time. The fourth
category includes all scanners that provide multiple independent detector elements which
simultaneously measure different pixels. CCD (see the glossary for a definition ofCCD)
image sensor technology has shown great promise with this approach. As a result of
advances in CCD microelectronics, the majority of film scanners designed within the past
ten years utilize CCD technology.
Scanning is the conversion of a continuous tone image into a digital image.
Scanners typically resolve an image into a grid of pixels, each of which is labeled with a
pair of coordinates (Figure 1-3). An image is divided into pixel regions so that density can
be measured for each region. Pixel density measurements are further quantized. This
quantization takes place during the A/D conversion of the image sensor signal and its
degree is a function of the digital electronics.
Operating speed of a scanner can be divided into two parts: frame handling speed
(mechanical) and frame digitization speed. In multi-frame scanners frame handling speed













Figure 1-3 Conversion from continuous tone to digital image
mechanical processes that are required to control film position. Frame digitization speed
refers to how fast the signal from the image sensors is processed in producing output from
the scanner. It consists of all electronic processes which take place from the light sensing
portion of the scanning process on.
The primary speed limitation in multi-frame film scanners is the mechanical frame
handling system. The time required to advance film from one scanline to the next is large
when compared to most other system processes (Milch 303). In the past, A/D converters,
semiconductor storage and light detection electronics were the major speed limitations.
Although these components are normally much faster than mechanical systems,
component cost restricted their use in all but high performance systems.
Spatial resolution refers to the number of pixels into which a scanner divides an
image. Density values generated by scanning are not continuous in space, "they represent
averages over image regions separated by a fixed pixel
pitch"
(Milch 299). The goal of
scanning is to translate an image from its
original form to a discrete form without





implies a deviation which can be detected by a
human observer. Logically, the higher the resolution, the closer the spatial appearance of
the scanned image to that of the original image.
Spatial frequency is often used instead of spatial resolution. It introduces a
theoretical basis for determination of sampling increment (pitch). The classical Nyquist
Criterion, also known as the Sampling Theorem should be used to determine the necessary
sampling rate (increment) needed to properly resolve an image. This theorem states that
to fully represent the rate of brightness change, or detail in an image, the image must be
sampled at a rate at least twice as high as the highest spatial frequency of the detail in the
image. The following equation relates spatial frequency (resolution) to pixel pitch, under
constraint of the Nyquist Criterion.
^2*
pitch J
> Highest Spatial Frequency
Equation 1-3 Nyquist Criterion used to sample
an image
Spatial resolution is complicated by designs that alter base scanning resolution.
These designs use mathematical interpolation to alter the horizontal and vertical resolution
and / or scanning speed variation to alter the vertical resolution. Vertical resolution refers
to the number of scanlines per image while horizontal resolution refers to the pixel width
of the image. Sampled spatial resolution describes data generated directly by measuring
the densities of the input image. It includes data generated by varying the scanning speed.
Interpolated resolution describes data that is generated by mathematical means.
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Photometric accuracy refers to the uncertainty in any scanning measurement. If
the purpose of a scan is to measure the absolute density of a single pixel, the error in
measurement can be easily determined. In reality, photometric accuracy is hard to
measure because of issues like spatial uniformity, temporal repeatability and absolute
accuracy (Milch 302). Each type of scanner offers a different combination of uncertainties
for a given spatial resolution and speed.
Three principles are key to understanding photometric accuracy as it relates
to system design and performance:
1. Low noise - the idea that if there is no variation in density
between adjacent pixels, the scanner should introduce none
2. No contouring
- the idea that if there is variation in density
between adjacent pixels, the scanner should reproduce it.
3. Proper correction and calibration - the idea that the average
value read from a region of reasonably uniform density
should match a macroscopic measurement of the same area.
Scanner precision is a measure of the deviation between successive measurements
of a single pixel over a short time. This error can be attributed to random noise
introduced in an imager's analog output signal (Milch 302). The noise level is density
dependent, varying over the entire density range. Precision is often called short-term
temporal repeatability. In digital scanners random noise error must not be attributed to
quantization error which comes from the finite representation capability of digital systems.
In digital scanner systems the spacing between density values (quantum), or step size, can
be used to determine a lower error bound on any scanner measurement. It is equal to
one-
half the step-size and is referred to as the quantization error. Modern film scanners use 8
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bits or 12 bits to represent 256 levels or 4096 levels, respectively.
The accuracy of a measurement, is the deviation between the observed density and
the actual density of the image region. For example, the difference between the true
density of a large uniform region and the average ofmany scanner measurements of that
region could be considered a lack of accuracy. In some cases these deviations are
repeatable and thus predictable. This is called calibration error since it can be corrected.
When photometric accuracy is affected by things like flare, pixel location and pixel
interaction which depend on image content, it can't be improved by simple calibration. If
calibration is possible then photometric accuracy is equal to the quantization error for the
measurement of a pixel in a large uniform area (Milch 302).
Scanner artifacts are the catch-all category of scanner performance specifications.
They represent all of the other things that go wrong during scanning, not including those
related to the other three performance categories. Artifacts are any details or structures in
the digital image that were not present in the original image at the time of scanning. They
are not caused by random processes or natural image degradation. Artifacts can be caused
by positional or photometric errors (Milch 303).
It is extremely difficult to predict what artifacts will be present in a scanner prior to
construction and testing. However, some design choices tend to produce artifacts. For
example, if the output image is constructed from piecewise positional or density data,
artifacts often result. In other words, if different portions of an image are scanned using
different physical devices, artifacts may be generated on boundary areas. For a linear
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array CCD-based scanner a visible line perpendicular to the row of photosensors is the
most commonly found artifact. Flare, which is the contribution of one region of the film
to the measured density in another region, is another prevalent artifact.
1.2.2 Design of a Digital Film Scanner
When an image is scanned, the goal is to translate the image from the original form
to a digital form without losing information. A scanner system can be divided into three
main subsystems: mechanical, optical and electronic (Figure 1-4). The processing scheme
and design of the subsystems determine overall system performance. Scanner design
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Figure 1-5 Elements of an electronic film scanner (Milch 293)
simple, accurate and economical instrument (Milch 321). Figure 1-5 shows the essential
elements in an electronic film scanner.
Scanning Techniques
The actions that takes place during the scanning process can be classified into two




refers to the channel scanning method for a
frame. It specifies the order in which the three color channels (r,g,b) are
measured and the configuration of the photosensors if applicable. The
following list represents the most common color scanning schemes.
Single color channel, sequential schemes
Frame sequential - read all red lines for a single frame,
then all green lines, then all blue lines (Figure 1-6)
Line sequential - read all channels (colors) for each line,
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continuing with the next line (Figure 1-7)
All color channel simultaneous channels, parallel schemes
Three separate imagers with dichroic (filters) beamsplitters
Tri-linear imager (red, green and blue linear arrays)
(Figure 1-8)
Color-interleaved imager
Selection of a color scanning scheme affects all performance measures,
but processing speed and artifacts are most notably affected.
Sequential schemes are not suitable for high-speed scanners. The most




refers to the interaction between film negative,
illumination system and photosensor(s). The following items represent the
most common film scanning schemes used.
Area illumination of film
mobile imager (photosensor) and stationary film
mobile film and stationary imager
Line illumination of film
mobile film and stationary imager
stationary film and mobile imager
Line illumination is the preferred film scanning scheme because it tends
to reduce the effects of flare. Slit illumination is a variant of line
illumination where several lines are lighted simultaneously.
1. Red Channel 2. Green Channel 3. Blue Channel
p?????????M??????:????:??;mm











wait for end of
green scan
Figure 1-6 Frame sequential scanning scheme
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wait for end of
green scan
Figure 1-7 Line sequential scanning scheme
3. Blue Channel - scan line (X-2)
2. Green Channel - scan line (X-l)




at time = t
Figure 1-8 Tri-linear imager array used in three color simultaneous scanning scheme
1.2.2.1 Digital Film Scanners - Mechanical Subsystems
Sincemost consumer film consists of multiple frames per roll, film scanners are
often equipped to handle multiple frames in sequence. In multi-frame systems, film
handling is typically divided into two parts: retaining the film in the focal plane of the lens
and moving or advancing the film (transport mechanism). Since the film handling system
is the only part of a scanner the average user interacts with, its design is frequently
considered most critical to customer satisfaction.
Another important consideration relating to film handling is frame identification.
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The precise locations of frames on a film strip is determined by detecting physical notches
or by image processing means. Figure 1-9 shows a 35mm film strip with key marks
labeled. They include the frame notches (frame detection) and sprocket holes (film
advance) which are used by the mechanical subsystems. Notch detecting scanners are
common among high speed systems. When consumer film (negatives) is returned after
being processed, it is notched on both edges. The notches on one edge are the frame
identification notches and correspond to the frame locations. Although these can be
created manually, they are typically created by a machine which locates the frames and
notches the film automatically. The notches on the other edge are called cut notches and






Figure 1-9 Film negative
1.2.2.2 Digital Film Scanners - Optical Subsystems
Various types of illumination are used in modern film scanners; Tungsten-Halogen
incandescent lamps, fluorescent lamps, Xenon arc lamps, CRTs, and laser systems have all
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been used in designs (Milch 296). Different lamp systems are selected based on
characteristics that make them more suitable for the application domain of the scanner.
For example, the Kodak Cineon Digital Film Scanner uses a Xenon lamp because it
provides more blue energy than a conventional Tungsten-Halogen lamp. This property is
important when scanning negative or intermediate films with a yellow base (Kennel 174).
An ideal illumination system should provide a bright, uniform, stable, diffuse,
narrow line of light on the film, with the appropriate spectral content (range and
amplitude). The light should exhibit these properties and be delivered efficiently with
minimal wasted energy. Temporal stability is a concern; a light source must provide light
that is stable over both short and long time periods. The illumination system can adversely
affect scanner speed if the light source is not bright enough. If the light source is not
stable and uniform, photometric accuracy may suffer. Artifacts can be caused if the
illumination is not diffuse enough or does not exhibit sufficient stability. The main
challenge facing illumination system designers is to provide improved spectral content.
Incandescent lamps produce too little blue light and lasers are currently not available for
all desired wavelengths.
Scanner optics can be divided into two main categories: illumination optics and
efflux optics. Illumination optics are used to irradiate a film region (pixel), with a beam of
light. The efflux optics must collect the light transmitted through the film negative and
focus it on the imager (Milch 293). Efflux optics include beamsplitters which are
commonly used in multi-imager (one image per color channel) systems. Lens design is
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especially challenging in high performance systems where speed and accuracy are critical.
At high performance levels, the lens must be fast, perhaps f / 4, and provide high
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) for a broad band ofwavelengths (see the glossary
for a definition ofMTF). At this time, lenses meeting these criteria must be
custom-
designed and manufactured and thus are extremely expensive.
The imager is the heart of any scanner. It is an optical detector which converts the
light signal from the efflux optics into an analog output signal. Several different types of
imagers exist. These imagers vary in configuration, spectral sensitivity, operating speed
and size. Today, most scanners use CCD shift register-based imager circuits packaged on
a single IC (see the glossary for a definition of IC) to acquire sensor readings.
Consequently, modern optical detectors are commonly referred to as CCD imagers
(photosensors).
In modern scanners it is very common to use multiple photosensors.
Multiple-
sensor designs are used because it is faster to measure the density of multiple pixels
simultaneously. The main problem associated with this approach results from the
illumination ofmultiple pixels at the same time. Flare, an artifact, reduces photometric
accuracy and is caused by illumination of a region other than the pixel being measured.
Also, as the number of density detecting elements increases, the size and complexity of the
optics and the electronics increases. IC packages containing detecting, signal conditioning
and data readout functions are helping to reduce problems caused by the bulky electronics
used in the past
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Figures 1-10 and 1-11 show the two standard multiple photosensor configurations
that are used, linear array and area array (1-D vs. 2-D). Line scanners, those utilizing a
linear photosensor array, measure the density of an entire line of pixels on the film
simultaneously. The number of sensors in the linear array is equal to the number of pixels
per line in sampled spatial resolution data. Line scanners represent the elimination of one
direction ofmechanical motion as compared to single (pixel) sensor designs. The next
logical step is the elimination of all motion; area film scanners simultaneously measure the
















Figure 1-11 An area array film scanner (Milch 294)
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Most new designs utilize three rows of sensors on one tri-linear CCD array. Each
row corresponds to one of the R,G,B color channels. The tri-linear array measures all
colors simultaneously for three adjacent scanlines using the technique mentioned earlier in
this paper (Figure 1-8). Modification of the array structure requires alteration of the color
scanning scheme. The tri-linear array design is currently considered to be the best
compromise between the high-speed, reproducible, consistent geometry of an area array
scanner and the photometric accuracy of a single pixel scanner.
1.2.2.3 Digital Film Scanners - Electronics Subsystems
Analog electronics are used to sample the electrical signal(s) from the imager at
the proper time and convert them to density measurements. If the imager output signal is
not conditioned as part of an imager IC package, analog electronics are used to condition
the imager output signal, correcting for instrumental errors prior to transformation to a
digital representation.
Digital electronics have been used in scanners for over 20 years. More than any
other change in scanning, their use can be credited for increased scanner use. High speed,
high precision A/D converters are inexpensive and readily available. In all but ultra
high-
end systems, A/D conversion no longer limits systems cost or speed.
Quantization is an important issue in digital electronics. In scanning systems
quantization refers to the number of bits used to encode the density value of each pixel. It
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is used interchangeably with the term bit depth. For scanned images that are to be viewed,
the degree of quantization should be computed using the contrast threshold of the human
visual system (Kennel 177). Scanner wordlength (quantization) should be selected so that
any change in the least significant bit (LSB) of digital pixel data results in no visual
difference in the output. The proper distribution of these levels across the total range
depends on the application. It is rarely optimal to use uniform spacing in film
transmittance (linear space). A common choice for general-purpose scanners is to space
the levels equally in film density (logarithmic space) (Milch 298).
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2. Digital Film Scanner - Characterization
Chapter two introduces the scanner calibration problem. Additionally, it contains a
brief summary of digital scene algorithms. It concludes with a discussion of characteristics
commonly used to evaluate film scanner performance.
2.1 Problem Specification
This study determined transformations to convert between data spaces.
Specifically, scanner performance characteristics were evaluated to ascertain what
information is useful when computing scanner data space transformations. The remainder
of this chapter (Section 2.3) provides a discussion of the technical performance
characteristics commonly used to evaluate a scanner. A subset of these characteristics
were evaluated in order to calculate elementary calibration transformations.
The red, green and blue density values generated by most scanners are
device-
dependent. These values are termed uncalibrated, since they provide information about
the state of one device (a single scanner) only (Farrell 225). For the same source image,
the numerical data produced by one scanner is rarely the same as that generated by
another. Regardless of the numerical differences between scanner data, given the same
input, the output data produced on one scanner should possess some mathematical
relationship to the data generated using another scanner. Since scanner systems are
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designed to deliver linear response, it is believed that these transformations are linear in
form.
The calibration process studied is shown in Figure 2-1. It consists of the















Figure 2-1 Scanner calibration process
Some of the results of scanner characterization were used as part of a system
prototype to test an elementary calibration transformation. This study developed
transformations between the scanner spaces of the three scanners used in this study. This
research did not pursue the transformation of data to a general scanner space (model).
Instead, the transformations considered allow for the conversion of data in each of the
three scanner spaces to the spaces of the other two scanners. The desire to calibrate
scanner data relates to the use of digital enhancement algorithms to improve image quality
in photographic systems. This relationship is addressed in Section 2.2.
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Although this document refers to the evaluation and characterization of digital film
scanners, the characteristics, methodology and analysis presented is generally applicable to
all scanner types.
2.2 Digital scene algorithms and film scanning
The photographic industry is no longer satisfied with the performance of
elementary image enhancement techniques; simple filtering techniques no longer provide
acceptable results or enough flexibility formodern photography. As technology has
advanced providing faster and more flexible control of image data, algorithm and software
designers have pushed the limits of image enhancement and analysis. The digital data from
current film scanners can be quickly and effectively enhanced.
A serious shortcoming of current digital image enhancement algorithms is that they
are designed to work for one film scanner model only. Figure 2-2 shows the current
process by which digital images are enhanced. They are designed to work for the color
space and physical attributes of a single scanner model and thus are platform-dependent.
Scanner dynamic range, scanner linearity, data resolution, data storage format and edge
sharpness are several of the design considerations that make these algorithms scanner-
specific.
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Figure 2-2 Platform dependent digital enhancement of scanner data
Since the development of these algorithms is both challenging, time consuming,
and thus costly, significant benefit could be gained by converting scanner data to a
calibrated format that can be processed by current algorithms (Figure 2-3). It is the goal
of this study to investigate the feasibility of creating a 'calibration software
module'
which
transforms scanner data into a general data space and thereby allows data to be processed
by general-purpose enhancement algorithms.
For current algorithms the appropriate data space would be that of the original
scanner for which the algorithm was designed. New algorithms may be designed to handle
data based on some generalized scanner model. Several logical choices exist for the
definition of a general model. It may be defined using the best attributes of several
scanners or based on data attributes most suitable for the algorithm. This research and
future investigation should clarify the most suitable course of action.
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Figure 2-3 Platform independent digital enhancement of scanner data
2.3 Digital Film Scanner - Device Characteristics
This section summarizes scanner characteristics. They are divided into two
categories: Operational Characteristics and Imaging Characteristics. The subsequent
paragraphs summarize both categories, as well as their relationship. The full set of
Operational Characteristics are described in Sections 2.3.1 through Section 2.3.9. As will
become apparent Imaging Characteristics are not directly applicable to this study and thus
will not be discussed.
The characteristics in the categories mentioned above are evaluated using
Operational metric data and Imaging metric data, respectively. The term metric refers to
the relationship of the numerical image data to a system response. Section 1.1 which
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describes the "Photometer / Paper Sensitivity
Mismatch"
provides insight into this term.
Data in the Operational metric is representative of the photometers response while data in
Imaging metric describes the response of the paper (output). For example, the description
of the same image pixel in the two metrics is normally numerically different. The
difference in image description is a function of the mismatch between the sensitivity
(response) of the scanner (photometer) and the paper.
Operational Characteristic is a term used to describe scanner performance






Repeatability (short-term and long-term)
Device Noise
Spatial Uniformity
Positional Accuracy and Channel Registration
Spectral Response
Imaging Characteristic refers to device performance in the metric (response) of the
outputmedia. They describe how the output system sees an image. This category is
further divided intoMacro-Imaging characteristics, Micro-Imaging characteristics and
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scanner artifact subcategories. These describe properties of scanner data for varying
levels of image detail (whole image versus pixel level detail).
=> Imaging Characteristics include
Macro-Imaging Characteristics
Neutral Scale (Tone) Response
Color Response
Micro-Imaging Characteristics




Operational metric data always uses CV units. The scanner Code Value (CV) is
the name given to device-dependent numerical data obtained directly as a result of the
scanning process. The printing density (PDEN) is the Imaging metric unit in systems
where photographic prints are the final output. In alternate systems where print
generation is not the only output method, alternate units should be used. For example, in
PhotoCD systems, where the image data is used primarily for viewing purposes, Channel
Independent Density (CID) is the Imaging metric unit.
The relationship between Operational metric and Imaging metric is system specific.
The metrics (system responses) are related by a mathematical transformation. This
conversion is necessary because photosensors in the scanner do not respond to negative
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(input) densities the same way the output (paper) does. As a result, the image data
produced by the scanner will not produce an accurate image reproduction if used without
modification in the output step. Thus a cross-metric transformation is used to convert the
image from its representation in scanner (Operational) metric to a representation in output
(Imaging) metric.
In digital color printer systems a 3x4 Printing DENsityMatrix (PDENMatrix) is
the transformation. The conversion of data from scanner CVs to printing densities
(PDENs) using the PDEN Matrix is shown below. The 3x4 matrix is made up of a 3x3
gain matrix and a 3x1 offset matrix. This conversion is shown as part of the color printing







Gr Gg Gb * Gcv + GOFFSET
Br Bg Bb_ Bcv BOFFSET
Equation 2-1 Application ofPDENMatrix
In a typical PDENMatrix, the diagonal terms Rr, Gg, and Bb have normalized
values close to 1.00, while the off-axis terms have very low values, typically below + /
-
0.10 (Goll 104). The meaning of the terms in the matrix is shown by the following
example: the R
g
term in the top row is the correction factor to modify the measured Red
Density based on the measured Green density.
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2.3.1 Setup / Configuration
This section describes the available options and modes of a scanner. It discusses
key scanner description information such as device size, sensor technology used, scanner
output data format and Operational / Imaging metric specifications.
InputMedium - type of inputmaterial and format
e.g. 35mm negative or positive
arrangement - 24 exposures per roll
Illumination source - light source used
e.g. Tungsten-Halogen light source
Imager - image sensor type and configuration
Photo-site area - area of an image sensor
ScanMode(s) - output resolution modes
e.g. 2K x 3K (2, 048 Pixels x 3, 072 Lines equals a frame)
Scan Region - portion of frame region scanned
e.g. center 80% of 35mm frame
Aspect Ratio (Frame) - ratio of scan region length to width
e.g. (3,072 lines long / 2,048 pixels wide) = 1.5
Aspect Ratio (Pixel) - ratio of pixel height to pixel width
Nominal pixel size - pixel area on film
Pixel Pitch - distance between two adjacent pixels on the film.
Pitch is measured center to center or edge to edge
Output Format - output data storage format
e.g. RGB Intel byte-swapped pixel interleaved data;
RGB line interleaved; IMPS; STD
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Operational Metric - metric of scanner system.
e.g. CV - Code Value
ImagingMetric - metric of output system.
e.g. PDEN - Printing Density
Cross-metric Transformation- transform technique from
Operational metric to Imaging metric.
e.g. 3x4 PDENMatrix (Equation 2-1)
ScannerWordlength (Bit Depth) - number of bits the output
data (n bits per pixel) requires for representation
e.g. 8 bits; 12 bits
OutputWordlength - the number of bits in which the output is
packaged, prior to output by the scanner. It is usually greater
than the ScannerWordlength.
e.g. 16 bits
Dynamic Range - operating range for data
Full range is typically 0
-
(2n
-1), where n is the Scanner
Wordlength.
e.g. 0 to 255 for 8 bit Scanner Wordlength
2.3.2 Sampling Increments
Scanner sampling increment is a term assigned to the physical distance between
successive density measurements on a two-dimensional film surface (Figure 2-4). It is
equivalent to the term pitch commonly used for CRT display systems. Sampling
increment is typically subdivided into two groups corresponding to the two dimensions of
the surface being measured. Along-line sampling increment and Across-line sampling
increment refer to the physical distance between sample pixels in the width and length
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Figure 2-4 Sampling increments on 35mm film grid target
Sampling increment can be calculated using input film containing calibrated grid
targets. The locations of the grid marks on the test filmmust first be accurately calculated
using a micro-densitometer. After the scan data is generated, the numerical data image
intersection points can be compared to the calculated intersection points to determine the
sampling increment.
The distance between any two marks divided by the number of pixels or lines
between them in the digital representation gives a scanner's sampling increments
(Equations 2-2 and 2-3). The computations should be performed using repeated





Equation 2-2Along-line sampling increment




Equation 2-3 Across-line sampling increment
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2.3.3 Dynamic Range
Dynamic range is a term used to describe the width or the range of code values
(CV) that image data occupies. Most scanners today can reproduce 2.5 decades of
density (dynamic range) which an 8 bit per pixel scanner can realize. Scanner dynamic
range can be subdivided into three categories: full, extreme, and operating (typical). Full
range is the maximum possible range ofCVs a scanner can produce. It is a function of the
output wordlength, which is normally the same as the precision of the A/D converter (e.g.
12 bit data produces a dynamic range of 0 - 4095 (2
n
-1)). Extreme dynamic range is the
largest CV range the scanning of specially designed test film could produce (e.g. 50
- 2500
CV). It is normally smaller than the full dynamic range. Operating (dynamic) range is the
normal CV range produced by the scanning of a random sample of customer film (e.g. 100
- 900 CV typical range); it is always less than the full dynamic range.
When using a tri-color red, green and blue description of color, dynamic range is
specified for the red, green and blue channels, as well as the neutral average. The neutral
data is the average of the red, green and blue channels for each pixel. It is common to
look at data from each color channel separately, in addition to neutral data when studying
scanner characteristics. A histogram is used to provide distribution of data values within
the dynamic range (Figure 2-5).
Dynamic range provides information about how a scanner sees the dye densities in
a specific piece of film. Typical dynamic range is most relevant from a customer
perspective because it provides information about the distribution ofCVs in customer film.
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Figure 2-5 Histogram of dynamic range.
Dynamic range can be evaluated with greater detail using specially constructed uniform
density film patches (Chapter three). Such test film consists of large areas with no density
variation and are commonly referred to as flat patch frames. Flat patch data can be used
to generate a single plot ofAverage CV versus Relative Status M Density for the patches.
This plot is the response function (Output versus Input) of the scanner. This response
function shows maximum, minimum and average CV, as well as the distribution ofCVs.
2.3.4 Linearity
Scanner linearity can be studied using the same flat patch data used to characterize
dynamic range. This paper makes reference to two types of linearity: scanner response
linearity and scanner relative linearity. Scanner response linearity shows the device
response as a plot ofCode Value versus Relative StatusM Density (Output vs. Input).
Scanner relative linearity shows the response of two scanners relative to each other. It is
shown as a single plot ofCV (scanner 1) versus CV (scanner 2) for the same patches
scanned on two different scanners. If these curves are linear then the scanner response or
scanner relative response is said to be linear.
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Scanner response linearity and scanner relative linearity can be quantified by
calculating the CV deviation (Delta CV) of the plot data mentioned in the previous
paragraph, from a linear approximation of the data (Figure 2-6). A plot ofDelta CV
versus Relative StatusM Density, or Delta CV versus CV is termed a residual error plot.
It illustrates the deviation of the actual data from the approximation (linear). The data
used to create this graph can be used to determinemaximum, minimum and average CV

















Figure 2-6 Scanner relative plot and corresponding residual error plot
2.3.5 Temporal Repeatability
Temporal repeatability is a term used to describe differences in scanner data (CV)
obtained from one scanner at different times, given the same input. It is both a short-term
and long-term issue. Short-term temporal repeatability is the same as the scanner
precision specification discussed in Section 1.2.1. Ideally, a scanner's output should
always be the same when scanning a single input. In reality, scanner output varies
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between successive scans. Quantifying a scanner's repeatability allows designers to
determine if the variation present is acceptable for the application. When unacceptable
deviation levels are encountered, determining the reasons for these deviations is the first
step in reducing them.
Temporal repeatability can also be calculated using the same flat patch film data
used for dynamic range characterization. A plot ofDelta Code Value versus Patch
Number for a series of uniform patches shows the deviation between successive scans of
the same input patches. In this case, delta CV refers to the difference between scanner CV
at ti and scanner CV at 12. Repeatability data can be used to determine the maximum,
minimum and average delta CV for varying time periods.
2.3.6 Device Noise
Device noise is a term which refers to the CV variation inherent in the scanning
device. It is the same as the scanner accuracy specification discussed in Section 1.2.1.
Device noise can also be calculated using the same flat patch film data used for dynamic
range characterization. A plot of Standard Deviation ofCode Value versus Average Code
Value shows density variation inherent to the device, or the 'device noise'. The data used
to create the Device Noise Curve can be used to determine the maximum, minimum and
average standard deviation ofCV for a scanner. The average standard deviation is the
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effective quantizing capability of the scanner which is the CV step size for a digital scanner
system.
2.3.7 Spatial Uniformity
Spatial uniformity is a term which refers to variation of scanner CV as a function
of physical location on the film. Across-line (scanning direction) and along-line (scanline
direction) spatial uniformity are terms used to refer to deviations in an image based on the
vertical or horizontal position. Spatial uniformity can be calculated using the same flat
patch film data used for dynamic range characterization. A plot ofDelta CV versus Line
or Pixel number shows the affect of position on CV. For along-line spatial uniformity,
Delta CV refers to the difference between each scanline average (along-line) of a large
region and the average of all scanlines for a smaller region. The along-line case is shown
in Figure 2-7. Across-line spatial uniformity is calculated similarly. The data used to
create this graph can be used to determine maximum, minimum and average Delta CV in
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Figure 2-7 Along-line spatial uniformity calculation
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2.3.8 PositionalAccuracy and Channel Registration
Positional accuracy is a term which refers to the relative position of a pixel in the
digital data compared to where it is actually located on the film. Channel registration is a
term which refers to the relative position of a pixel in one channel (red, green, or blue) of
the digital data with respect to the same pixel in the other channels. These characteristics
are commonly measured in units of lines or pixels of deviation.
Positional accuracy and channel registration can be determined using the same grid
target film used to determine sampling increments. Figures 2-8 and 2-9 illustrate






















































Figure 2-9 Channel registration using 35mm grid target film
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2.3.9 Spectral Response
Spectral response describes a scanner's relative sensitivity to different wavelengths
of light Designers of photographic scanners are most concerned with the visible spectrum
(400 nm - 700 nm). Regardless, most scanners are characterized for larger ranges (200
nm - 1000 nm). This large range is considered because of the adverse effects that non-
visible light would have on the photographic scanning process. The spectral response of a
scanner is the product of the spectral response of the imager, illumination system, spectral
filters and any other light sensitive elements prior to the imager.
Several complicated techniques exist to measure the spectral response. Two of the
most common methods are a spectroradiometry technique and a narrow band interference
filter technique (Jakubowski, 1990). A plot ofRelative Spectral Response (sensitivity)
versusWavelength in nanometers shows the amplitude of the output for a particular




Chapter three provides an overview of this study's experimental procedure. The
digitalmanipulation of data after scanning is discussed, as well as its relationship to the
procedure used to characterize the scanners and analyze numerical results. The key points
addressed include: the basic procedure used in each stage of the experiment; the film strips
used to create digital data on the scanners; the data collection process, focusing on film
scanning; data preparation and extraction procedures; and the analytical techniques used
to measure scanner performance characteristics and determine / verify calibration
transformations (system prototype).
3.1 Overview ofExperimental Procedure
This section presents a high level outline of the experiment. The key aspects of the
experimental process are listed below. The text accompanying each item in the list include
section references to the location ofmore detailed information on the process, as well as a
brief summary of each process. Figure 3-1 shows a high level view
of the complete
experimental procedure.
Data Collection - The data collection process primarily involved scanning
several film strips on three scanners. Section 3.2 discusses this step in detail.





















Figure 3-1 Experimental Procedure
Data Preparation - The data preparation process involved reformatting raw
scanner digital data (data directly from the scanner - CV metric) and extraction
of key data to permit scanner characterization. Section 3.3 discusses this
process in detail.
Results /Analysis (Characterization) - The results / analysis process
primarily consisted of the characterization of three scanners. Additionally, it
includes the calculation of scanner data space calibration transformations.
Section 3.4 summarizes this process. Chapter five includes references to a
subset of the numerical results and related plots located in Appendix B, in
addition to the discussion and analysis of these results.
Verification of Study Hypothesis
- A system prototype was used to test the
calibration transformations discussed in Section 5.1.2. The system prototype is
discussed in Chapter six along with a discussion about what this model
suggests about the feasibility of developing a system to calibrate scanner data.
This prototype is a manual process whereas the actual software-based
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calibration system will be automated.
* It is important to reiterate that although the ultimate goal of this research is to
determine if general-purpose digital scene algorithms are realizable, as of this
time this premise has not been tested. As mentioned in Chapter two, the
calibration of data using mathematical transformations was the primary goal of
this study. If a calibrated or general scanner datamodel is realizable, then a
logical if not trivial extension is the generation of algorithms for pseudo-
scanner data.
3.2 Data Collection
Processed film was scanned on three different film scanners in order to generate
digital data. The three film scanners used in this study are all manufactured by Eastman
Kodak (EK). These scanners are the EK Pcd2000 (PhotoCD) scanner, EK EquakeII
scanner and the EK Clas35 scanner / printer system. All scanners are capable of scanning
color 35mm negative film which was the only format used in this study. Chapter four
contains setup specifications in tabular form and a summary of processing scheme and
design information for each of the three scanners. It contains information on both scanner
configuration setup and the test configuration used when scanning the
film used in this




A densitometerwas used to measure the densities of one of the film strips that was
scanned on the three scanners. It was used to measure red, green, and blue density values
for each uniform patch on the 64 Patch film strip. Specific details of this film
configuration are discussed later in this section. The values produced by the densitometer
represent actual or standard units of input density. A densitometer is a device used to
measure the integral dye density present in a material. The X-Rite 810 Transmission /
Reflection Color Photographic Densitomer was used. This densitometer can be used to
measure the StatusM integral dye density of transmissive materials.
Figure 3-2 illustrates the data collection process thatwas used. Each scanner was
used to generate one set of data for customer (C) scene film and three sets of data for 64
(P) Patch test film. The 64 Patch film was scanned over varying time periods. The
scanning (data collection) of film to generate data sets one (Data Set 1
- Dl) and two
(Data Set 2 - D2) was separated by a short time interval and thus these will be referred to
as short-term data. The third data set (Data set 3 - D3) was measured approximately six
months after the short-term data and will therefore be referred to as the long-term data
relative to the other sets. The short-term data pair for the three scanners was secured in
December 1994 or January 1995 with approximately four hours between first and second
scans; the third piece of data for each scanner was collected in eitherMay or June 1995.
Table 3-1 lists the time and date when each of the three sets of 64 Patch data was secured.
The times are not provided for scanning of customer film since temporal studies were not





































Figure 3-2 Data Collection Process
Sari Wednesday, November 23,
1994 @ 2:45p.m.
Thursday, January 12, 1995 @
2:45p.m.
Tuesday, December 13,









1994 @ 4:45 p.m.
1 IIIIIH
Set 3 Wednesday, M;
4:45p.m.
31,1995 Thursday, June 15, 1995 @
4:45p.m.
Thursday, June 1, 1995
@ 2:45 p.m.
Table 3-1 Data collection dates and times
3.2.1 Selection of InputMedium (Film)
When evaluating a scanner, selection of input is very important. This selection
process extends beyond the choice of 35mm film for a 35mm scanner. Proper film format
is required but is not sufficient. Selection of frame content is most significant when
evaluating a scanner. The choice of a test film suite (multiple film strips) requires careful
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consideration ofwhich scanner characteristics are to be determined.
This study selected input film which would allow for the measurement ofmultiple
performance characteristics so that determination of the most relevant characteristics
could be made. Furthermore, since the scope of the scanner calibration topic is beyond
that of this preliminary study, only the characteristics considered most significant were
evaluated. Admittedly, all characteristics which are relevant to scanner calibration were
not pursued. The two reasons for this are: the determination of certain characteristics was
beyond the time available to perform this study; or the methods necessary to measure them
would not be practical in an automated calibration system. Since the envisioned software
product would calculate transforms solely using test film data generated as part of an
initial calibration scan, some characteristics were immediately judged unsuitable. In
summary, selection of input film was guided by the expected use of the digital data, time
constraints and the final goal of a software system that could automatically determine
calibration transforms from test data only. Section 3.4 and Chapter five describe the
considerations made to limit the problem domain (number of characteristics being
studied).
A substantial amount of research has concentrated on the development of test film
suites (several film strips - e.g. 64 Patch film strip and consumer film strip) to study
scanner performance. This information was used to select a film suite for this experiment.
Since the three scanners being studied all accept 35mm format film only, the test film had
to be in this format. The selection of frames with uniform patch regions is quite common
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and will provide data which can be used to evaluate many of the Operational
Characteristics discussed in Chapter two. Consumer film is a common choice for scanner
studies as it is representative of the typical film scanned. However, it is only of limited use
when determining scanner characteristics.
3.2.1.1 Consumer Scene Film Strip
This film strip is a random sample of customer scenes shot using 35mm film from
various manufacturers. This film is composed of seventy-two frames or three 24 exposure
rolls (orders) spliced together. The film manufacturers, types and speeds for the three
rolls are: Kodak Gold 200, Fuji 100, and Konica SuperXG 400 .
3.2.1.2 64 Patch Film Strip
The 64 Patch strip is on Kodak Gold 100, 35 mm format
film. It consists of 45 frames each containing six uniform
patches in a three row by two column matrix pattern, (Figure
3-
3) for a total of 270 patches. It is referred to as the 64 Patch
Figure 3-3 Frame from strip as it is a variant of a 35mm test frame possessing 64
64 Patch film negative
uniform patches. This single frame is called the 64 Patch frame.
The 64 Patch film strip is a bracketed exposure series. The frames cycle through
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+2 stop exposure (+2), Normal exposure (N), and -2 stop exposure (-2) levels, thus there
are 15 individual frames taken at each of three exposure levels. Figure 3-4 shows a
portion of the strip which was scanned using a flatbed (reflective) scanner.
+2 stop N -2 stop
Figure 3-4 64 Patch film scanned using flatbed scanner
Exposure can be used to refer to both qualitative (photographic effect) and
quantitative aspects of photography. Qualitatively, a normally exposed scene is one that
appears proper to a human viewer and is not considered too dark (underexposed) or too
light (overexposed). We are concerned with quantitative evaluation of scanners and thus
this definition of exposure is unsuitable. In the case of the 64 Patch test film strip,
exposure refers to a scene taken under empirically standardized photographic conditions.
Known exposure implies that photographic material (film) has received a known amount
of radiation (light). Equation 3-1 shows the definition of exposure in the form of the
Reciprocity Law of Photochemistry. Exposure refers to the average rate at which light
from a subject (the frame target) is
Exposure = Illuminance * Time
received by film. ISO standards list one
Equation 3-1 Reciprocity Law of Photochemistry
exposure unit as one meter-candle-second.
This rate constitutes a normal (N) exposure. For a negative, +2 stops means four times
more light reached the film than normal (N) while -2 stops means four times less light
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reached the film than normal (N). Since the exact relationship between exposure and dye
density is film specific itwill not be discussed.
Figure 3-5 is amontage of all 45 frames of the 64 Patch strip. Figure 3-6 shows
the same frames corrected for exposure deviation from normal (N) exposure. The first
figure, the uncorrected version, shows the density variation resulting from the exposure
difference between successive frames. The second figure illustrates the use of a digital
scene enhancement algorithm which corrects underexposed or overexposed frames to a
normal (N) exposure version. Since determining if performance characteristics can be
used to generate scanner independent scene algorithms is the main goal of this study,
selecting film with visually noticeable variations and a corrective algorithm already
available should prove useful in future studies.
Other reasons for choosing this film suite include: 1) it has been used in other
studies with reasonable results; 2) it provides a reasonably wide dynamic range (0 density
-
2.2 density); 3) it was readily accessible and had already been notched and spliced; and
most importantly, 4) the film provided sufficient flexibility to evaluate a set ofOperational




Figure 3-5 64 Patch film frames with exposure variation (+2, N, -2)
Frames 1 - 24 Frames 25 - 45
mmmmimm m i m




The data preparation process is composed of two main subprocesses: data format







































Figure 3-7 Data Format Conversion Process
For the 64 Patch film strip and consumer scene film strip, data format conversion
consists of both file format conversion and transformation between Operational and
Imaging metric. For the 64 Patch data, data extraction was also performed. It involved
determining which frame area(s) are useful for scanner characterization / analysis and
separating the data from these areas from extraneous frame data. For the frames
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composing the 64 Patch strip, red, green and blue values (Operational or Imaging metric)
were extracted from the center portion of the uniform density patch regions (Regions 1-6
on Figure 3-3).
Initially, data generated by scanning both film strips (consumer and 64 Patch) was
converted from the image file format the scanner produced (STD or RGB) to IMPS
format prior to performing further imagemanipulation. This was done because the
majority of utilities needed for data extraction and othermanipulation require IMPS
format image files. Data from the 64 Patch film was extracted from the IMPS image files
(image file format) into text files. The extracted data was saved as text so that it could be
easilymanipulated using Splus Statistical Package, Perl scripts and other imaging
applications.
The IMPS image file format requires six files to store an image. All files use the
same base filename with one of six file extensions (e.g. basename.extension). These
extensions are as follows: 'red', 'grn', 'blu', 'dmin',
'doc'
and 'index'. The red ('red'),
green ('grn') and blue ('blu') files are binary files which contain numerical data values
corresponding to the dye densities present in the film. The
'dmin'
file is a binary file which
stores the minimum density values for the frames in the film strip. The
'doc'
file is a text
file containing information about the data format of the red, grn and blue files. It contains
the following fields: the number of bytes per pixel (output wordlength
- e.g. 2 bytes), bits
per pixel (scanner wordlength - e.g. 12 bits), number of lines per frame and number of
lines in the film strip (number of lines per frame
*





file is a text file containing a column of scanline numbers which represent the
starting scanline of each frame in the film strip.
The EquakeII and Clas35 scanners produce 24x36 resolution data for each frame.
Red, green and blue pixel values were extracted from square regions of 4x4, 6x6, and 8x8
(Pixels x Pixels) from each of the six uniform density regions in a single frame (Figure 3-
3). Data was extracted from the 128x192 resolution Pcd2000 data using regions of size
256 (16x16) and 1024 (32x32) pixels, as well as the smaller regions used for the other
scanner's data. The approximate percentage of total patch region that was extracted for
each of the cases was calculated. The results are listed in Table 3-2. As shown in Figure
3-8, data was obtained from both Operational and Imaging metric image representations










Figure 3-8 Data extraction from uniform density regions of 64 Patch film
frame
illllliO1It_0iI_yltI ^rr^s i^if^SfX^ ;l^^^_^5IS^^i^^^^
ii_o__iiiii
illllillll ^^j^ffjFj^y I i :^^^^MM,^^I^^^^^P
4x4 0.4 9< 1 1 1 * 11.1 >
6x6 0.9 % ??s??s,??25-%:??????s???25%
8x8 1 6 % 44,4% -
16x16 6.25% i U_,l);wd ial.ci) Ni i 'at. Taken
32x32 25?% No Data Taken No DataTaken
Table 3-2 Percentage of region extracted from 64 Patch film uniform density regions
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3.4 Results / Analysis (Characterization)
The collection and preparation of data used in the analysis of the three scanners
was discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Chapter five discusses the specifics of the
characterization process and related analysis. The list below represents the Operational
Characteristics that were determined for all three scanners. As noted, some characteristics
were omitted from this study and therefore this list does not represent all Operational







Elementary calibration transformations were determined for the three scanners
using the results of scanner linearity characterization. These transforms along with a
discussion of linearity comparisons are provided in Section 5.1.2.
Sampling increments, positional accuracy, channel registration and spectral
response were not determined for the scanners. The first three were not measured due to
time limitations of this study. Spectral response was not studied although it is significant
to calibration of scanners. However, it is impossible to determine as part of the automated
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framework envisioned for the product software. Unlike the other characteristics, it cannot




Chapter four is a compilation of specifications on the three scanners used in this
study. A table of setup specifications for each scanner is provided. Setup specifications
refer to both the setup / configuration (Section 2.3.1) and fundamental design issues of the
scanner. They include the physical dimensions and configuration of the imager, data
storage format andmetric, and dynamic range information. Tables listing the specific
setup state under which this study's test data were created are also provided (test
configuration). Only specifications which are selectable are listed in the test configuration
tables. Finally, this chapter addresses other characteristics peculiar to a particular scanner;
they include frame handling and identification methodology, illumination, and scanning
techniques used.
Scanner Specifications
4.1 PhotoCD 2000 Film Scanner
Input Medium Transmissive 35 mm film negative (positive);
single frame or roll
Illumination Source Tungsten-Halogen bulb
Imager 2098 element tri-linear Color CCD Array
*




Photo-site pitch 14 Jim




Scan Region ~ 100 % of 35 mm negative frame
(24mm x 36mm)
Aspect Ratio (Frame) liil
Aspect Ratio (Pixel) 1:1
Nominal pixel size (14 |im /efflux magnification)
2
(14 Jim / 1.22) 2= 13 1.69
Jim2
Pixel Pitch (14 Jim/ 1.22) =11,475 |im
Output Fonuat(s) RGB Intel byte-swapped pixel interleaved
Operational Metric Code Value (CV)
Imaging Metric Channel Independent Density (CID)




0 - 255 CV. 0 - 4095CV
Output Wordlength [bits / pixel] 16bpp (2 bytes)
Dynamic Range Density (Log) space (0.0 - 3.0)





Output Depth 12 bits /pixel
Table 4-2 Test Configuration for the Pcd2000 Digital Film Scanner
This scanner is not a notch detecting scanner. It requires a frame location (detection)
algorithm to identify frames. Frame detection is performed after the data leaves the
scanner unit. A continuous stream of data is provided for a film negative strip. This
data includes inter-frame gap information.
This scanner uses the Kodak L8 tri-linear (r,g,b) CCD array to scan all three color
channels simultaneously (Figure 1-8). For high resolution scanning modes, the
physical distance between the red, green and blue lines being scanned is one pixel apart
at the time of scanning. The data from the three channels are aligned after scanning.
When scanning in Pre-Scan mode, the green channel is one-half pixel out of phase
from its position in the high resolution modes, thus the red and blue channels can be
aligned, but the green channel will remain one-half pixel out of phase after alignment
(Section 2.3.8 discusses Channel Registration). This relationship is necessary because
of the high rate of speed at which the Pre-Scan operation is performed.
This scanner uses slit (several lines) illumination with mobile film and stationary
imager.
A few different types of PhotoCD scanners exist. These different scanner designs can
be expected to exhibit slightly different characteristics than the Pcd2000. These
differences are mostly due to the varied applications the scanners were designed for.
It should be assumed that this document refers to the Pcd2000 scanner only.




4.2 Equake II Film Scanner
^^S^ilE^iS^^^^^^^^^^ H^lxi^^^^^l^i^^B
Input Medium Transmissive 35 mm fill
single frame or roll
n negative (positive);
11 Inm inat ion Source Tungsten-Halogen bulb
Imager 480 element tri-linear Color CCD Array
Photo-site area (14
jim)2
- square site for r,g
(28 pm)
2
- square site for b
Photo-site pitch 42 |im
ScanMode(s) (pixels x lines) variable
ScanRegion ~84% of 35 mm negative
(20.16 mm x 30.24mm)
frame
Aspect Ratio (Frame) variable





Output Format(s) STD Intel byte-swappid planar
OperationalMetric Code Value (CV)
Imaging Metric PrintingDensity (PDEN)




0 - 4095 CV
Output Wordlength [bits / pixel] 16 bpp (2 bytes)
Dynamic Range Density (Log) space (0 - 3.3+)




Scan Mode 24x36 paxelized
from 480x720
Table 4-4 Test Configuration for the Equake II Digital Film Scanner
This scanner is a notch detecting scanner. The data it generates includes frame
information only. Assuming correct notch positioning, no inter-frame gap information
is included in the data.
This scanner utilizes the Kodak L14 tri-linear (r,g,b) CCD array to scan all three color
channels simultaneously (Figure 1-8). The color channels are all aligned for the one
scanning mode provided. The blue photosensors are larger to allow for increased
scanning speeds; the blue channel is often problematic with Tungsten-Halogen light
sources.
This scanner uses slit (several lines) illumination withmobile film and stationary
imager.
This scanner does not use efflux optics; it is considered a virtual contact scanner. No
magnification is required to image the illuminated film on the CCD array. The film and
CCD imager are separated only by a thin layer of glass and dichroic filters.
Many of the specifications are variable. This is a result of being able to control the
speed of the film advance system. This allows for variable aspect ratio of both film
and frame, nominal pixel size and pixel pitch.
This scanner is part of a photographic printer reproduction system.
This scanner is not a production scanner. At this time it is used only as a design model
which is regularly modified.
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Input Medium Transmissive 35 mm film negative (positive);
single frame or roll
Illumination Source Tungsten-Halogen bulb




Photo-site pitch 0.1778 mm
ScanMode(s) (pixels x lines) 24x36
Scan Region ~80% of 35 mm negative frame
(19.2 mm x 28.8mm)
Aspect Ratio (Frame) 1:1.5
Aspect Ratio (Pixel) 1:1
Nominal pixel size (0.9398 mm / efflux magnification)




Output Format(s) STD Intel byte-swapped planar
Operational Metric Code Values (CV)
Imaging Metric Printing Density (I'DFNH






Dynamic Range Density (Log) space (0 - 3.3)
Linear Space (1-2000)





Table 4-6 Test Configuration for the Clas35 Digital Film Scanner
This scanner is a notch detecting scanner. The data it generates includes frame
information only. Assuming correct notch positioning, no inter-frame gap information
is included in the data.
This scanner utilizes three photodiode arrays to scan all three color channels
simultaneously (Figure 1-8). The arrays are identical. Color separation is peformed
using beamsplitters. The color channels are all aligned for the one scanning mode
provided.
This scanner uses slit (several lines) illumination with mobile film and stationary
imager.




As noted, red, green and blue scanner data was used to evaluate a subset of
Operational Characteristics for the Pcd2000, EquakeII and Clas35 scanners. Chapter five
discusses the results of this process. It provides an overview of the experimental
procedure used to evaluate each of the Operational Characteristics. Although the results
of this study describe three specific scanners, this chapter seeks to clarify the connection
between the experimental results and general behavior of scanner systems. These
relationships are used to determine scanner data space calibration transformations.
Section 5.2 considers the effects of systematic error on experimental results and the
procedural modifications adopted to reduce its effects. All data, figures, tables and Splus
code referenced in this chapter are located in the appendices, unless otherwise stated.
5.1 Results
This study evaluated each scanner's performance both as a separate unit (scanner
response) and relative to the other scanners (scanner relative response). Although
knowledge of the degree to which scanner characteristics meet design specifications is
sufficient to quantify device performance, comparison of
'different'
scanners will provide
worthwhile insight. In this case,
'different'
is meant to imply both different scanner
models (e.g. Pcd2000, EquakeII and Clas35), as well as different units of the same scanner
model (e.g. Pcd2000 unit A, Pcd2000 unit B and Pcd2000 unit C). Only the former case
Experimental Analysis
was considered because the information obtained from this type of evaluation is more
relevant to this study's goal, namely determining if the use of scanner independent
enhancement algorithms is realistic. This is true for two main reasons: 1) while most
current algorithms work for different scanner units, device-independent enhancement
involves the use of the same algorithm(s) on different scanner models (systems); and 2) the
variation in scanner response (assuming properly functioning scanners) between different
models is greater than between different units of the same model. The first item above
suggests that since enhancement algorithms currently exist for a single scanner model,
under ideal circumstances the same mathematical (quantitative) transformation could be
used to calibrate all scanners of the same model.
This chapter contains the discussion and analysis of the results for the entire study.
All related data (figures, tables, etc.) can be found in Appendices B and C. Appendices A
and D also contain related information. Appendix A contains a brief overview of
mathematical regression which is referenced in Section 5.1.2. Appendix D contains Splus
function code. These functions were used to evaluate Operational Characteristics and
determine calibration transformations.
The majority of the results in Appendix B and all results in Appendix C were
generated using Operationalmetric data. These results are
labeled using 'CV (code
value) to signify Operational metric. Some results in
Appendix B were generated using
data in Imaging metric space. These results are labeled as either PDEN (EquakeII and
Clas35) or CID (Pcd2000) depending on the scanner to which they refer. Although this
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study evaluates Operational Characteristics which are typically studied using Operational
metric data, Imaging metric data was used to create a few of the initial graphs because
some digital enhancement algorithms (e.g. SBA - Scene Balance Algorithm) receive
Imaging metric input. The input data metric for enhancement algorithms is chosen based
on the particular type of enhancement it performs. In the case of SBA which performs
color / neutral balance for photographic print creation, it is logical for the input to be in
Imaging metric (e.g. paper response metric (PDEN for EquakeII and Clas35)).
All of the plots in Appendix B were generated using 64 Patch film strip data.
These plots use data from all three exposure levels (+2, N, -2) (Section 3.2.1.2) unless
otherwise specified. Some of the plots are titled "All
Exposure..."
to indicate all
exposures were used. The plot labels (title and axis labels), as well as the text referencing
the figure will indicate if the plot does not use all exposure data. The labels attached to all
plots (tables) in the appendix fully describe the plot (table). The labels indicate the
scanner(s) and data set(s) (Dl, D2, D3) used to generate the plot (table), in addition to
providing a general description ofwhat the plot (table) illustrates.
5.1.1 Dynamic Range
The concept of dynamic range is explained in Section 2.3.3.
The full dynamic range of a scanner is calculated using scanner wordlength. All




The dynamic range of the Operational metric (CV) data extracted from the 64 Patch film
regions was evaluated for each of the scanners. These ranges represent the minimum and
maximum CVs present in each channel of the data set. These results are shown in Table
B-l. Appendix C contains statistics for the first 64 Patch strip data set (Dl) for each
scanner. Statistics are provided for CV metric data using each of the extraction region
sizes (4x4 - 32x32). Since typical dynamic range is the minimum andmaximum density
(CV) present in consumer film, these ranges were also determined (Table B-2). The data
used to determine both 64 Patch and consumer film dynamic ranges were generated by
scanning the film strips discussed in Section 3.2.1.
Figures B-l, B-2 and B-3 are plots ofAverage Patch CV (PDEN or CID) versus
StatusM Input Density; dynamic range is shown using scanner response (Output versus
Input) plots. These plots were generated using 4x4 size regions (16 pixels per patch)
extracted from 64 Patch strip data set one (Dl) and Status M Input Density data. The
average patch value represents the average of the 16 pixels extracted from each of the 270
patches of the 64 Patch strip. The result of this calculation was 270 r, g, b triplets, one
triplet for each patch. Each channel of the r, g, b triplet was plotted versus the
corresponding red, green and blue Status M Density, thus each plot contains 810 points.
These plots clearly show that all three scanners are capable of reproducing
approximately a 2.5 decade density range across all channels while remaining linear. The
three separate linear clusters on each plot correspond to the red, green and blue color




Figures B-4 and B-5 illustrate the results of increasing the sample region used to
extract the data from the uniform patch regions. The plots in each of the figures were
created using data extracted from larger sample regions than in the previous figures.
Figure B-4 shows Pcd2000 data set 1 (Dl), 16x16 and 32x32 sample regions. Figure B-5
shows EquakeII and Clas35 data set 1 (Dl), 8x8 sample regions. The clusters appear
slightly more scattered (less linear) than in the previous figures which were made using
4x4 sample regions. .An increased number of outliers is most noticeable in the EquakeII
and Clas35 plots. This suggests that either the EquakeII and Clas35 scanners are
significantly less uniform over the scan area or the larger extraction region introduced data
outside the uniform patches. In reality, the latter is the reason for increased outliers. This
issue is discussed in Section 5.2. The increased pixel variation (more outliers) when using
larger extraction regions is also verified by patch statistics in Appendix C. As the region
size is increased the standard deviation (sigma) of the data extracted from a patch region
also increases. Since increased deviation is noticeable for larger sample regions, unless
otherwise specified all subsequent plots use 4x4 sample region data.
Figures B-6, B-7 and B-8 show the relative linear response of two scanners.
These plots are the same as the previous plots except instead of Status M density, the
Average Patch CV of a scanner is plotted on the x axis. Each pair of plots relates
Operational metric data of one scanner to that of another (top plot
- CV vs CV) and the




PDEN or CID vs PDEN). The first figure (B-6) shows plots of EquakeII versus Clas35;
these plots appear more linear than those in Figures B-7 and B-8 suggesting the Pcd2000
scanner response is responsible for reduced relative linearity. Regardless, we do see the
three scanners are reasonably linear relative to each other. This result is expected since
the scanners are linear. A plot of the output (response) of one linear system relative that
of another linear system for the same input should result in a linear plot. The degree to
which these scanners are linear relative to each other is addressed in Section 5.1.2.2.
Figure B-9 shows that all density measurements are related in a linear manner.
This plot shows Pcd2000 data in CID space (Imaging metric) versus Clas35 data in CV
space (Operationalmetric). For the three scanners used in this study and most other film
scanners, the Imaging metric is related to the Operational metric by a linear
transformation. Since we have already shown the scanners to be linear relative to each
other, we expect this plot to be linear as well. A plot of Operational metric data from one
scanner versus Imaging metric data from a different scanner will be linear for the same
input. This suggests that either data metric could be used in this study. Arbitrarily, the
remainder of the plots in Appendix B use Operational metric data only.
5.1.2 Linearity
The concept of scanner linearity is explained in Section 2.3.4.
In the previous section, linearity was addressed from a purely qualitative
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perspective. This section quantifies the degree to which the three scanners are linear. It
quantifies the linearity of the three scanners both as standalone units (scanner response
linearity), as well as relative to each other (scanner relative linearity). Section 5.1.2.2 uses
the scanner relative linearity information to develop simple linear calibration transforms.
These transforms allow for data in one scanner space to be converted into the space of
either of the other two scanners.
Four regression techniques were used in the evaluation of scanner linearity. These
regression methods are discussed briefly in Appendix A. The numerical results obtained
using these fitting techniques for both single and multiple predictor methods are provided
in the tables included in Appendix B. Plots are also provided to more completely display
the results.
5.1.2.1 Scanner Response Linearity
Figures B-10, B-ll and B-12 show scanner response for red, green and blue data,
as well as the neutral average ( (red + green + blue) / 3) on separate plots. These plots
illustrate how scanner response linearity is determined. The first column of four plots in
each figure illustrate the linearity of scanner response. They were generated the same way
as plots B-l, B-2 and B-3. The lines extending through the center of each of the clusters
in the plots represent the single predictor first order (linear) least trimmed squares
regression fit lines. Single predictor regression (SPR) means that the dependent variable is
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regressed against only one independent variable. In this case, this means that each of the
red, green and blue channels of scanner output data is regressed against the same data
channel of Status M Input Density data: red output data is regressed against red input
density data; green output data is regressed against green input density data; and blue
output data is regressed against blue input density data.
The second column of four plots show the residual error or the CV deviation of
(distance between) the plot data from (and) the least trimmed squares linear
approximation. Section 2.3.4 (Figure 2-6) describes how residual plots are created. The
residual plots show large deviation of pixel value (CV) from the regression fit
approximation. The largest deviation from linearity exists in the blue channel. As
additional data will verify, the blue channel is problematic in scanning systems using
Tungsten-Halogen illumination.
Figures B-13 through B-20 are residual error plots. These figures illustrate the use
of the four regression methods. Four different methods were used to test which
approximation method provides best results. The regression methods were provided as
part of the Splus statistics package. The techniques used were least trimmed squares
regression (LTS), linear model (LM), least median of squares regression (LMS) and least
squares fit (LS) regression. Appendix A describes the LS, LMS and LTS regression
methods.
The first two figures (B-13 and B-14) show Pcd2000 data generated using single
predictor regression as discussed above. Multiple predictor regression (MPR) methods
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were used to generate Figures B-15 through B-20. Multiple predictor means that the
dependent variable is regressed against more than one independent variable. In this study,
this means that each of the red, green and blue channels of scanner output data is
regressed against all three channels of the Status M Input Density data: red output data is
regressed against red, green and blue input density data; green output data is regressed
against red, green and blue input density data; and blue output data is regressed against
red, green and blue input density data. Multiple predictor regression of this form is
commonly used in photographic systems. Specifically, this method is used to determine
the Operational metric to Imaging metric (CV to PDEN) transformation used in the
Clas35 and EquakeII scanner systems.
As mentioned earlier, Figures B-13 and B-14 were created using single predictor
regression while Figures B-15 through B-20 were created usingmultiple predictor
regression. Like the first two single predictor regression figures, the first two multiple
predictor regression figures (B-15 and B-16) were generated using Pcd2000 data. The
red, green and blue residual plots for both single and multiple predictor regression show
that the deviation from linearity is most significant at extreme densities. Additionally, the
deviation from linearity tends to be greater at densities near Dmax (maximum density)
rather than near Dmin (minimum density). This falloff illustrates that all first order (linear)
models will fail at extreme densities and alternate methods will provide a better fit. It is
quite clear from the figures that the multiple predictor method produces better results than
the single predictor method. This can be attributed to signal crosstalk; the red, green and
blue channels which are independent in an ideal scanner are not in real scanners. Signal
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crosstalk is common in film scanners and the results for all three scanners show this to be
true. Since multiple predictor regression attempts to account for the dependence of
scanner output on all scanner input channels it is better suited for approximating the linear
response of scanners. Precisely, crosstalk is the measurement of integral dye density in
one channel that is not present in the corresponding film dye. Crosstalk normally results
from the inability to design red, green and blue visible spectrum (light) filters that exhibit
no overlap in transmitted wavelengths (no Brickwall filters). The light filters used as part
of sensor packages do not cut off precisely at one wavelength; as a result the data that is
measured by each of the red, green and blue photosensors is redundant due to the
overlapping wavelengths.
The tables (Tables B-3 through B-50) that follow each series of single and multiple
predictor figures (Figures B-13 through B-20) provide the results in numerical form.
Tables of results for both Operational (CV) metric data (Tables B-3, B-4, B-5, B-6 ... fi
ll, B-12, B-13, B-14 etc.) and Imaging metric data (PDEN & CID) data (Tables B-7,
B-
8, B-9, B-10 ... B-15, B-16, B-17, B-18 etc.) are provided. The information provided in
these tables include: minimum residual error, maximum residual error, average residual
error and linear approximation coefficients.
For the single predictor results shown in Tables B-3 through B-10, the coefficients
are the slope and offset of the approximating linear fit determined for the corresponding
data. For example, Tables B-3, B-4 and B-5 show Red CV, Green CV and Blue CV
(Operational metric) linearity results for all four regression methods; for the least squares
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approximation in Table B-3 (Red Linearity) mr = 1 108.58 and br = -216.22; this
corresponds to Equation 5-1, where RCv is the Pcd2000 scanner output for the red
channel and RSm is the corresponding Status M Input Density for the red channel.
Rev mr Rsm br
Gcv = ms
* Gsm + bg
Bcv rm Bsm bb
Equation 5-1 SPR linear approximation
For the multiple predictor results shown in Tables B-ll through B-50, the
coefficients are the three slope coefficients and a single offset of the approximating linear
fit determined for the corresponding data. For example, Tables B-ll, B-12 and B-13
show Red CV, Green CV and Blue CV (Operational metric) linearity results for all four
regression methods; for the least squares approximation in Table B-l 1 (Red Linearity) m.
=1 105.71, mrg
=
-0.3972, mrb = 4.22 and br = -219.26; this corresponds to Equation 5-2,
where RCv is the Pcd2000 scanner output for the red channel and R sm is the
corresponding Status M Input Density for the red channel. By placing red, green and blue
slopes in a 3x3 matrix as shown in Equation 5-2 the degree to which theMPR fit is
compensating for signal crosstalk is apparent. An ideal 3x3 matrix would be an identity
matrix (m . = 1, mgg =1, mbb
= 1 else m
xy
= 0 where x is not equal to y) indicating no
signal crosstalk. For the least squares approximation data discussed above (Tables B-ll,
B-12, and B-13), the matrix would be that shown in Table 5-1. This matrix is typically
referred to as a regression transform matrix and it is clearly an identity matrix in form.
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Given a linear regression matrix problems in the scanner response can be seen. For
instance, from Table 5-1 it is apparent that the blue channel is most affected by crosstalk






Gcv = mgr mgg mgb
* Gsm + bg
Bcv rribr mbg m__ Bsm bb
Equation 5-2MPR linear approximation
Red Green Blue
Red 1105.71 -0.3972 4.22
Green 21.24 902.94 29.32
Blue 54.04 101.16 767.10
Table 5-1 Regression transform matrix
The numerical results in the tables clearly show that the Splus linear model and
least squares regressions produce identical results. For this reason, later tables include
only one column for these two methods. Although the Splus documentation does not
indicate their equality, they do produce numerically identical results for all cases. The
results of regressing both Imaging metric data and Operational metric data are very similar
as was previously noted. Because of this redundancy, after this section no results (figures
and tables) showing the analysis Imaging metric data are provided.
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5.1.2.2 Scanner Relative Linearity
The same basic procedure was used to compare the output of the three scanners
relative to each other. The tables and figures referenced in this section are a subset of the
comparisons of relative output that were actually considered in this study. They were
selected since they illustrate the key aspects of the scanner relative analysis. Tables B-51
through B-62 contain the numerical results for the three scanner relative comparisons:
Pcd2000 to EquakeE, Pcd2000 to Clas35 and EquakeE to Clas35. From the results
discussed in Section 5.1.2.1, it is clear that multiple predictor regression provides a better
approximation than single predictor regression for modeling scanner linearity. As a result,
onlymultiple predictor scanner relative results are included in Appendix B .
Figure B-21 is similar to Figures B-10, B-ll and B-12. However, it illustrates the
concept of scanner relative linearity as a plot of Pcd2000 output data versus EquakeE
output data, instead of a scanner response linearity plot. Each of the plots in the first
column contains a 1 to 1 line (slope = 1). This line signifies a relationship where a CV in
one scanner space is equal to a CV in another scanner space. The equality of scanner
space is the goal of scanner calibration and as the coefficients in Tables B-51 through B-
62 show none of the scanner pairs share a common space; for the spaces to be identical
the regression transform matrices must be exactly identity matrices with zero offsets (br,
bg, bb = 0). Regardless, since Figures B-22 through B-27 and the tables already mentioned
show the data to be linear with small average residual error, a simple linear transformation
is adequate to convert (calibrate) data to the other two scanners data spaces. Converting
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data between the three scanner data spaces is equivalent to converting scanner data from
one scanner to a general scanner space.
Figures B-22 and B-23 show the residual error plots for multiple predictor
regression comparison of Pcd2000 output to EquakeE output. Tables B-51 through B-54
contain the multiple predictor regression statistics associated with these two figures. The
coefficients in these tables are regression transforms to convert EquakeII data space into
Pcd2000 data space. Similar figures and tables show Pcd2000 relative to Clas35 (Figures
B-24 and B-25 and Tables B-55 through B-58) and EquakeII relative to Clas35 (Figures
B-26 and B-27 and Tables B-59 through B-62).
All the scanner relative data indicate that the blue channel has the largest residual
error for all regression types. The relative linearity appears comparable among all
scanners. The data show that scanner relative linearity residual error (average
~ 5 CVs) is
roughly equal to the deviation in scanner response linearity (Section 5.1.2.1). In fact, in
many cases the data show that the average residual error for relative comparisons is less
than for scanner response linearity. Unlike the scanner response linearity case, the relative
scanner linearity residual error does not show large deviation from linearity at extreme
density values. The residual error plots show that the variance of residual error over the
full density range is more uniform for scanner relative linearity comparisons, but the




The concept of temporal repeatability is explained in Section 2.3.5. A discussion
of the data collection procedure is provided in Section 3.2.
Temporal repeatability refers to how consistent a scanner's output is over time.
This study investigated both short-term and long-term scanner repeatability. Analysis was
performed to determine the repeatability of single scanner units from each of the three
models used in this study. This is not true for the EquakeII scanner which was modified
between long-term scanning measurements. This was unavoidable because the EquakeII
scanner is an engineering design model and is thus constantly being altered. The figures
related to this analysis (Appendix B) show the repeatability of each channel (red, green
and blue) separately. The figures which contain two similar plots are generated for each
data channel, as well as the neutral average. The plot on top shows Delta CV as a
function of Patch Number ([Patch Number (1 - 6) + (number of Patches per Frame (6)
*
(Frame Number (1 - 45) - 1))] = [1
- 270]) while the bottom plot shows Delta CV as a
function of CV. The former shows repeatability of CV for a particular patch region,
whereas the latter illustrates repeatability as a function of CV (patch density).
5.1.3.1 Short-term Repeatability
The date and time when the short-term scans (Dl and D2) were performed is listed
in Table 3-1. Figures B-28 through B-31 illustrate short-term repeatability for red, green,
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blue and neutral average data for the Pcd2000 scanner. The bottom plot in Figure B-28
shows that for Pcd2000 red channel repeatability gets worse with increasing density.
Table B-63 shows that for Pcd2000 green channel short-term variation is significantly less
than the variation in the red and blue channels.
Figures B-32 through B-39 and Tables B-64 and B-65 show short-term
repeatability results for the EquakeE and Clas35 scanners. Analysis revealed that the
EquakeE scanner was most repeatable and the Pcd2000 was least repeatable for short-
term scan intervals. On average, EquakeII neutral data deviated less than one CV
between scans (0.8003), while the Pcd2000 data deviated by approximately four CVs
(4.07). This evaluation showed that the blue channel which is usually problematic
performed as well as the other channels. All plots show that the scanner data is less
repeatable at extreme densities. Greater variation is more noticeable near Dmax than Dmin.
Some of the short-term repeatability figures are skewed by the existence of outliers which
reduce the useful information provided by the plot. The reason for the presence of outliers
is discussed in Section 5.2. As a consequence of the existence of outliers, the relevant
data is compressed to a small portion of the plot.
The statistics in Appendix C can be used to locate irregular patch data which may
contribute to the outliers. For example, the Frame 2, Patch 2 statistics for the Clas35
scanner ('cl4x4dlCVstats.txt') show that the standard deviation (sigma) for all channels of
output data is much larger for this patch than for surrounding patches. For 4x4 sample
region size on the EquakeE ('eq4x4dlCVstats.txt') and Clas35 scanners this patch shows
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abnormally high standard deviation. The same patch scanned on Pcd2000
Cpcd4x4dlCVstats.txt') shows comparable standard deviation with surrounding patches
scanned on the Pcd2000. This suggests that patch uniformity decreases with distance
from the patch center because for the same 4x4 region the higher resolution Pcd2000 data
represents a smaller percentage of patch region (Table 3-2). This is further verified by the
top plots in the short-term repeatability figures which show normal CV difference (no
outliers) for this patch (x axis value
- Frame 2, Patch 2 => 8 = 2 + 6* (2- 1)). This
shows that the scanners are able to measure the patch consistently, eliminating the scanner
as a cause of the large variation in measured density. Statistics for data set two (D2) (not
included in this document) show large standard deviation in EquakeII and Clas35 scan
data with normal standard deviation for Pcd2000 data, further confirming that the patch is
not uniform.
5.1.3.2 Long-term Repeatability
The date and time when the long-term scan data (D3) was generated is listed in
Table 3-1. Figures B-40 through B-43 illustrate long-term repeatability for red, green,
blue and neutral average data for the Pcd2000 scanner. The bottom plot in Figure B-40
shows that as in the short-term case Pcd2000 red channel repeatability gets worse with
increasing density. Table B-66 also shows that as in the short-term case the Pcd2000




Figures B-44 through B-51 and Tables B-67 and B-68 show long-term
repeatability results for the EquakeE and Clas35 scanners. As expected, the long-term
data show more variation than the short-term data. However, the long-term data do not
show larger CV deviation (Delta CV between scans) for extreme density values. Pcd2000
show better long-term results with smaller CV deviation between scans than the Clas35
and EquakeE scanners.
The EquakeE results can be attributed to the use of a modified scanner to generate
the second piece of long-term data. The repeatability plots show that the red and green
EquakeE data appear to deviate by a constant offset. The long-term data (D3) could be
transformed into the short-term data (D3) using an offset less than or equal to the absolute
average ofDelta CV for the red and green channel data. These values are listed in Table
B-67. The blue data Delta CV variation appears to be linear in form. This variation could
be removed using a linear lookup table. The non-random nature of these results suggest
they are the result of modifications performed on the scanner.
5.1.4 Device Noise
The concept of device noise is explained in Section 2.3.6.
Figures B-52, B-53 and B-54 show device noise as a plot of Standard Deviation of
CV versus Average CV. It was created by taking the standard deviation of the data for a
uniform patch and plotting it against the average of the data. This calculation was
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performed using all of the data from each of the 270 uniform patches. Tables B-69, 70
and 71 list the device noise results for each of the three scanners.
From an input sample viewpoint the average standard deviation for the red, green
and blue channels is the effective quantizing capability of the scanner. For all three
scanners this is less than five CVs over the typical dynamic range. The Clas35 scanner
shows the largest increase in standard deviation with increasing CV (D^. The other
scanners do show elevated standard deviation with large CV but the maximum standard
deviation for large CV is no greater than for other CVs.
The values presented in this section do not represent the true noise of each of the
scanner devices. This is stated in the above paragraph through the use of the phrase 'input
sample
viewpoint.'
Film noise resulting from fabrications inability to eliminate variation in
film granularity (AgX grain size) contributed to the calculated device noise. The film
grain non-uniformity is responsible for some of the variation in density (patch
non-
uniformity) the scanners measure. Since this study investigated photographic scanning,
evaluation of device noise was performed using film as input. Although not specifically
tested, use of different films (e.g. manufacturer, speed etc.) would result in slightly
different numerical results. These differences should be small since the average device
noise values this study determined compensated for variation in patch uniformity by




The concept of spatial uniformity is explained in Section 2.3.7.
Spatial uniformity can be shown in several ways. Figures B-55, B-56 and B-57
show patch CV variation for a subset of film patches for each scanner (Frame 1, Patch 1
through Frame 5, Patch 1). These results are shown numerically as standard deviation
(sigma) in Appendix C. Figures B-58 through B-63 show device uniformity in both along-
line and across-line directions. Tables B-72 through B-77 show the numerical results from
the evaluation of spatial uniformity in the along-line and across-line directions.
The patch density profile figures (Figures B-55, B-56 and B-57) illustrate that on
average for a uniform patch the data looks uniform. The more uniform a region the more
the three channels appear like spikes. In the course of this study, these plots were often
used as a visual verification that the data had been collected and prepared correctly. As
mentioned above, Appendix C provides the same results in numerical form.
The next series of figures (Figures B-58 through B-63) show both along-line and
across-line uniformity. They were generated by calculating the CV average of scanlines
(along-line (scanline) direction - width of frame) and pixel lines (across-line (scanning)
direction - length of frame) for a small region; the two average values were then
subtracted on a line by line or pixel line by pixel line basis from a larger regions scanline or
pixel line averages. Figure 2-7 shows how along-line spatial uniformity is calculated. This
determines the deviation present in the scanline and scanning directions. Ideally, this
would be performed using a large region, which is roughly the entire frame and a small
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region which is taken from some portion of the frame center. The region sizes used for
this study are provided in the plot title (4x4
- 32x32 Pcd2000 and 4x4 - 8x8 EquakeE,
Clas35).
Tables B-72 through B-77 show that largest average deviation is seen with Clas35
data. This is expected as the Clas35 scanner has the lowest resolution sensor array,
containing just 24 elements. The Pcd2000 shows the smallest average deviation which is
also expected as it utilizes the highest resolution array, containing 2048 elements. The
increased pixel variation (more outliers) seen when using larger extraction regions may
also be contributing to the lack of spatial uniformity observed in the EquakeE and Clas35
scan data. The next section describes the reason for these abnormal values.
5.2 Systematic Error
The main source of error in the results relates to the data extraction process.
When extraction was performed on the uniform patch regions, under some cases data was
erroneously extracted from outside the boundary of the uniform density patch regions.
This was mainly due to the 64 Patch film strip being improperly notched. The automated
data extraction process and the scanner frame identification method contributed to the
problem.
Figure 3-4 shows that the frame identification notches were not located in the
precise center of the frames (2x3 matrices). The EquakeE and Clas35 require these
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notches for frame identification and only output data based on the notch position. These
scanners do not provide any film density data for regions outside the frame. Since the
frame is located based on the notch position this caused problems. This resulted in
skewed EquakeE and Clas35 frames as shown in Figure 5-1. The two patches on the
bottom of each frame are smaller than the pairs in the middle and on the top of the frame.
Even when extraction was performed using region sizes of 16 pixels per region (4x4)
some erroneous frame datawas still extracted. This region size was chosen because it
offered the best compromise between maximizing sample size (16 pixels) and minimizing
outlier data while still maintaining a reasonably simple extraction process.
Frames 1-24 Frames 25 - 45
Figure 5-1 Skewed frame data from EquakeII notch detecting scanner
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Most of the questionable data in the results can be attributed to this problem. This
problem could have been further reduced by implementing a more intelligent data
extraction system but this task is beyond the scope of this study.
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6. Verification of Study Hypothesis
How can the material discussed in Chapter five be used to verify that the results of
the characterization and related analysis will allow us to calibrate scanner data? Quite
simply, the results empirically show how a scanner behaves; the same input film was
scanned on all scanners so that the effects of scanner response on output could be studied.
All scanners responded linearly over typical dynamic range. The data referenced in
Chapter five (Appendix B) show both how the three scanners perform compared to
expected results, as well as how they perform relative to each other. This chapter
summarizes how the scanner relative (between two scanners) linearity transforms
presented in Section 5.1.2 were used to prototype a scanner calibration system.
6.1 System Prototype
This section describes a simple process that was used to prototype the
functionality of a scanner calibration system. This system utilized a scanner relative
regression transform matrix to convert EquakeE data to Pcd2000 data space. One of the
multiple predictor linear transforms provided in Appendix B was used as part of amanual
process to test the idea of scanner calibration. The process is discussed below along with
test results.
System Prototype
The process was performed on the 64 Patch strip frame data extracted from uniform
density regions (Figures 3-4 and 3-8) of the 24x36 EquakeE data and 128x192 Pcd2000
data.
1 . Apply EquakeE to Pcd2000 3x4 regression transform matrix (Least Squares
multiple predictor regression) to EquakeE CV data. This converts EquakeE
data to Pcd2000 CV data space. This transform was applied to 16 (4x4
region) pixels (red, green and blue values) ofEquakeE data from each of the
six uniform density patches of the frame. The numerical values of the 3x4
regression matrix elements are shown in the first data column ofTables B-51






GPCD20OO = 0.0215 0.8587 0.0628 * Gequake + -68.52
BPCD2000 0.0636 -0.0089 0.9705 Bequake -105.45
For example,
for an EquakeE pixel with Red CV = 540, Green CV = 506 and Blue




GPCD2000 B 0.0215 0.8587 0.0628 * 506 + -68.52
BPCD2000 0.0636 -0.0089 0.9705 1011 -105.45
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The resultant red, green and blue values in Pcd2000 CV data space are:
Red CV = 465, Green CV = 441 and Blue CV = 906.
2. Step one was repeated for the patch data from four additional EquakeE
frames. This was done for 30 uniform patch regions (six patches per frame *
five frames) making the total number of pixels transformed equal to 480
(sixteen pixels per patch * six patches per frame * five frames).
3. Compute basic statistics (minimum, maximum, average, standard deviation) on
the red, green and blue pixel values for each patch region of the five frames of
EquakeE data.
4. Step three was repeated for the Pcd2000 CV data corresponding to the same
pixel values (frame and patch) used in the EquakeE to Pcd2000 data space
conversion.
5. Compute the difference in average patch CV between the red, green and blue
pixel data (patch color deviation). This was done by subtracting the average
CV statistics computed in step three from the corresponding values computed
in step four.
6. Average the differences obtained in step five to determine average CV
deviation for the red, green and blue channels for the data set. The resultant
values are the differences between the actual Pcd2000 data produced by the
scanner itself and EquakeE data transformed to look like Pcd2000 data. The






Table 6-1 Average CV deviation between Pcd2000 Data and EquakeII converted data
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7. Summary / Conclusions
This study was prompted by the desire to generate scanner independent
enhancement algorithms. A commonly proposed solution to this problem involves a
system that automatically calibrates scanner data "on the
fly"
without requiring a
preliminary calibration scan. The software generated to perform any needed data
transformations must do so using only the data resulting from the scanning of consumer
film. If a system based on this specification is realizable, several factors limit its practical
value. The number of computations that would be necessary for a process of this
complexity would make it extremely time consuming and thus unsuitable for high-speed
scanners.
An alternate approach that is practical separates the problem into two major
processes: characterization process and transformation computation process composing
an initial calibration scan and the data transformation process composing the calibration
(transformation) process. This division results in a more manageable system. A scanner
should be fully characterized prior to scanning, so that optimum calibration
transformations can be computed. The separation of the characterization and
transformation determination processes from the application of calibration transformations
will minimize the overall impact on scanner system speed.
Although the 64 Patch test film used in this study worked well, it does have several
drawbacks. Most significantly, the scanner data it provides does not allow all Operational
Characteristics to be evaluated. As noted, one of the main reasons for not evaluating the
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physical Operational Characteristics (e.g. sampling increments) was the lack of proper test
film. Additionally, although the dynamic range of the film is reasonably wide, increased
dynamic range will still be useful. Also, the lack of full-frame uniform patch regions is
troublesome. The spatial uniformity results in Section 5.1.5 were obtained using data
from the small uniform regions found in the 64 Patch film. These results do not represent
all important information that could be obtained by evaluating spatial uniformity. The use
of film containing full-frame uniform patches would facilitate automated data extraction
which will be required in the final software system.
Based on the calibration transformations discussed in Chapter five and the
prototype discussed in Chapter six, the reason such a large set ofOperational
Characteristics are needed for calibration may be unclear. The results shown in this
document were determined using a simple linear scanner approximation. Some of the
other characteristics should provide excellent criteria for determining the suitability of a
particular scanner's data for calibration. For example, device noise and temporal
repeatability can be used to set bounds on the expected accuracy of a calibration
transformation. For an algorithm with critical color-space requirements this is crucial.
Additionally, knowledge of physical characteristics like positional accuracy and channel
registration can be used to correct data for skew resulting from the scanning process.
In order to measure all the required characteristics a larger, more complete test
film set is needed. As with the film used in this study, a logical choice of film sets for the
new calibration film would be customer film and test target film. The customer film set
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should be a random sample of scenes (consumer photographs) on film from a variety of
manufacturers. The test target film should be composed of specially designed film strips
similar in composition to the 64 Patch film strip.
Today, least squares approximation is commonly used in photographic systems.
The scanner linearity results presented in Section 5.1.2 show that the residual error for the
least squares regression method are comparable to the other regression techniques. This
means that the scanner response or scanner relative response deviation from a least
squares linear approximation is comparable to the deviation from the other linear fits. This
study substantiated the use of least squares regression in scanner systems over other first
order linear models. In addition to the good approximation offered by the least squares
method, it requires a smaU number of computations relative to other methods making it
even more attractive. Although higher ordermodels will fit the datamore closely, at some
point the improved fit is notworth the increase in complexity. The increased computation
time required for higher order fitting techniques make them impractical in some systems.
An improvement upon the linearmodels could be gained by using a piecewise linear fit
approach. This would involve the use of individual linear approximations for subsections
of the dynamic range. The subsection width could be defined in two ways: using a fixed
interval size (density range) for a fast approximation; or some type of adaptive interval
based on maximum residual error for a better fit.
The linearity results also indicate that multiple predictor regression models are
significantly better than single predictor regression for scanner data. The reduction of
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residual error resulting from the use ofmultiple predictor regression is explained by the
existence of crosstalk. In the absence of crosstalk (ideal scanner system), single predictor
regression would provide the same results as multiple predictor regression.
The results of this study are applicable to all types of film scanners. The software
calibration system should allow for the addition of alternate scanner types with small
modification. The obvious change that would be necessary involves the input medium
required by the different scanner types. Therefore, the main task in adapting the film
scanner software will be the development of a set of reflection targets for scanner
characterization.
The process outlined in Chapter six illustrates that the calibration of data from
consumer film is realizable. This study did not verify the suitability of calibrated data for
use with existing algorithms. Future algorithms can be designed to use scanner
independent (calibrated) data. Another issue not addressed relates to the output of
enhancement algorithms given scanner independent input data. This output is dependent
upon the particular algorithm and must be considered on a case by case basis. In some
instances, the output itself may require transformation. Since this depends on the specifics
of the particular enhancement algorithm, as well as the use of the algorithm output this
must be addressed on a case by case basis.
In summary, the development of a system that can calibrate scanner data is an
interesting challenge. The approach discussed in this paper shows promise. The results of
this study show that simple data transformations can be used to calibrate scanner data to
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levels near that of device noise. Although the work performed as part of this study was
extensive much still remains. The creation of new targets to evaluate physical
characteristics, as well as the implementation of the calibration software represent just two
of the efforts that are still underway.
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Appendix A
Appendix A Mathematics
Appendix A summarizes the three numerical regression methods used in this study.
Amore complete discussion of regression can be found in most texts on numerical analysis
or mathematical approximation theory.
Regression Techniques
Regression assumes that all observations are statistically independent, the response
y is linear in the covariates represented by x, and that there is no error in x.
The least squares (LS) regression method finds a set of parameters such that the
weighted sum of squared residuals is minimized. LS regression assumes that errors follow
aGaussian distribution. Consequently, if outliers exist the results can be misleading. For
the single predictor case (one independent variable x), LS regression represents the




n is the number of observations
Mathematics
The least trimmed squares (LTS) regressionmethod finds a set of parameters such
that the sum of the smallest half of the squared residuals is minimized. Specifically, this
approach minimizes the sum of the q smallest squared residuals, where q is the floor (n/2)
+ floor ((p + l)/2), p is the number of explanatory variables and n is the number of
observations.
The leastmedian of squares (LMS) regression method uses a best of several trials
approach to determine regression coefficients. E p explanatory variables exist, then this
method takes a large number of subsamples of the p observations. Each of these
subsamples is used to determine a trial set of coefficients and the optimum set of
coefficients for each regression is retained.
"Optimum"
is meant to imply that the
coefficients are chosen such that the minquanth order statistic of the absolute value of the
residuals is smallest, where minquanth = floor (n/2) + floor ((p + l)/2), p is the number of
explanatory variables and n is the number of observations.
A-2
Appendix B
Appendix B Experimental Results




Red (96-1803) (114-1959) (256-2056)
Green (105 - 1663) (148-1917) (561 - 2243)
Blue (134-1810) (206-2183) (705-2536)
TableB-l Dynamic range for 64 Patch strip data
IlllSSIuIlllI^^^WIl^^P
[Red (116-1733) (187-1886) (364 - 2015)
Green (205 - 1648) (295-1753) (747 - 2222)
Blue (299-1894) (445 - 2107) (904 - 2493)
Table B-2 Dynamic range for consumer scene film strip data
B-2
Dynamic Range























































Figure B-l Pcd2000 CV / CID Density range - [4x4, Dl]
B-3
Dynamic Range



































Figure B-2 EquakeII CV / PDEN Density range - [4x4, Dl]
B-4
Dynamic Range









































Figure B-3 Clas35 CV / PDEN Density range - [4x4, Dl]
B-5
Dynamic Range
































- Pcd2000 16x16, bottom plot - Pcd2000 32x32 [CV, Dl] - Larger sample region
B-6
Dynamic Range
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Figure B-5 top plot EquakeII 8x8, bottom plot - Clas35 8x8 [CV, Dl] - Larger sample region
B-7
Dynamic Range
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Figure B-6 EquakeII versus Clas35 - Scanner relative plots
B-8
Dynamic Range
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Figure B-7 Pcd2000 versus CIas35 - Scanner relative plots
B-9
Dynamic Range
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Figure B-8 Pcd2000 versus EquakeII - Scanner relative plots
B-10
Dynamic Range
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All Exposure Regression Analysis (64 Patch)
Red Channel Linearity
o









































































Figure B-10 Pcd2000 scanner response plots (left) with residual error plots (right)
B-13
Scanner Response Linearity

































































































































































































- Single Predictor Regression












Green Channel Linearity -Single Predictor Regression
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- Single Predictor Regression
Pcd2000 D1 (CV) vs Input Density




- Single Predictor Regression
Pcd2000 D1 (CV) vs Input Density
a
s
200 400 600 800 1000
fitted(ltsNS)
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mjv
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iniiiilii "Vfj* tfl ^Sjj^K^M,^^, ^ffHfiiT
; sTSls.
Max residual 54 4o 52,05 53.12
Mi - ual -53 80 "--; -38.13 -31 SO 36 49
Avg residual
??




12 11WW -220.87 1108,58,-216.22 1112 ?< -218.77
Table B-3 Pcd2000 CV Red channel linearity - SPR
BkI^jIJaIe iJ IffiiS!'' ^^^^^^^^
*
": $f#jB]|i\lh- IB* 3' ^Elli
llff
Max residual 107.69 110.09 107.69 111.06
Min residual -42.11 -51.12 -*2-l8 -50.38
Avg residual ?9.17 9.16 9.17 9.07
Coefficients 948.06, -385.64 960.94,-397.95 948.06, -385.64 961.11,-399.06
Table B-4 Pcd2000 CV Green channel linearity - SPR






Max residual 113.10 133.29 113.10 137.61
Minresidual -172.08 -195.36 -172.09 -196:48
Avg residual 28.22 27.00 : 28.22 27.74
Coefficients
(rn^bi)
868.16,-450.20 898.04,-499.15 868.16,-450.20 901.78.-507.10
Table B-5 Pcd2000 CV Blue channel linearity - SPR
Max residual 66.27 70 47 6637 74.33
Min residual -88.59 -84.65 mmm -8241
A .j , >
ri,i(it 17.99 17.96 17)9 IS 72
Coefficients
(ntbj
9X2 69. -iVi " 983.03, -393.52 982.69, -389,08s yS.S 05, -3--S -6








Max residual 66.76 50.06 66.76 51.93
Min residual -101.66 -157.66 -101.66 -16152
Avg residual 26.00 26.96 26.00 27.81
Coefficients
(mj>r)
1061.34,-159.92 1109.92,-188.56 106134,-159.92 1115.42,-193.28
Table B-7 Pcd2000 CID Red channel linearity - SPR
|pfi||llls& ll^S^^^^W^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^s^^^^S ^^^^^Mm^^J^^^^^^
Max residual 139.71 147.44 139.71 142.36
Min residual -127.02 -138.95 -127.02 -139.39
Avg residual 33.24 31.77 33.24 31.61
Coefficients 934.71,-359.41 976.52,-414.79 934.71,-359.41 969.98, -402.26
Table B-8 Pcd2000 CID Green channel linearity - SPR
Sill^^^^^^^ojTn|^^^^ Sfflif K^N?"
iTt S&llill^f^
Max residual 129.87 135.85 129.87 135.80
Min residual -139.33 -161.61 -139.33 -157.37
Avg residual 19.32 18.67 19.32 18.31
Coefficients
(n'hbb)
885.96, -466.23 905.38,-490.90 885.96, -466.23 902.43,-488.02
Table B-9 Pcd2000 CID Blue channel linearity - SPR
.9*wiMXpTS288S8
Maxresidual 70.52 69.42 70.52 68.99
Min residual -53.84 -57.92 -53.84 -57.03
Avg residual 11.06 10.96 11.06 10.95
Coefficients
<mj>m).
986.03,-381.27 988.90,-382.15 986.03,-381.27 987.63, -380.86




- Multiple Predictor Regression




































Green Channel Linearity - Multiple Predictor Regression
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- Multiple Predictor Regression
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Neutral Linearity - Multiple Predictor Regression
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Table B-12 Pcd2000 CV Green channel linearity - MPR
SS : ** "" ,1|! ?!M foKiKl1$ IsIbbxS.
iiiiiill&Xj'
yxii^jsllsssis SSjSMjgn; ^UHLI^s
Max residual 126.97 124.98 126.97 124.69
Min residual -89.41 -123.74 -89.41 -114.66









Table B-13 Pcd2000 CV Blue channel linearity - MPR







Min residual -30.48 -42.97 -30.48 -35.68











Table B-14 Pcd2000 CV Neutral average linearity - MPR
B-22
Scanner Response Linearity
Max residual 57.06 60.26 57.06 6217
Min residual -26:64 -55.17 -26.64 -62.46











Table B-15 Pcd2000 CID Red channel linearity - MPR
^^^^^w^5J^X^lXs^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^mH^^^^fes|^^^S^^^^^ffiS.ffi
^iSaR&HsSOliliMLULiiM
Max residual 91.43 89.62 91.43 88.94











146.60, 739.78, 136.72, 764.55,
82.43,-380.84 73.82,-386.13







Max residual 133.52 130.47 13332 133.97
Min residual -96.15 -126.96 -96.15 -142.00











Table B-17 Pcd2000 CID Blue channel linearity - MPR
HUgg
\W^M^^f^^^V^/0y<'
^^^^H^Sl! ^ \ * . t? ? s? ^^^H^^^*i!tnMi^
* \ \ IM^^^jM^S s? ?^EH^?'?^^?' "I&
Max residual 73.72? 70.68 73.72
: 74.50
Min residual -37.16 -47.42 -37.16 -52:55 v
















- Multiple Predictor Regression














- Multiple Predictor Regression
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Figure B-l 7 EquakeII Red channel and Green channel residual error plots - MPR
B-24
Scanner Response Linearity
Blue Channel Linearity - Multiple Predictor Regression












- Multiple Predictor Regression
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ilibtinilll I1IIIB1 WgLMMI& l^x^OJ^^
:t?T<f3
. x rt . 'il 77.90 ????? 62.07?? 62 77
Min residual -;.s
;
| mm Mm -38.32
.
1 s vsidu it 10.19 11.85 10.19 ssss??? 10.21
W:?..C&ejficiett^"-M?:. 1158.65. -180.64 1177.17,-203.05 I158 65.-J8U.64 1159.05,-181.48
Table B-19 EquakeII CV Red channel linearity - SPR
ffitWJblslillil PfSj M? |?KgMj ijS?i3nfwi| H^^SSliii!
SMTni~rlllilli@ : :; .;
. '?
Max residual 141.13 143.39 141.13 141.60
Min residual -18.62 -21.33 -18.62 -16.61
Avg residual 6;Q9 6.00 6.09 6.11
Coefficients
<mb,)
1018.25,-359.87 1022.01,-365.02 1018.25, -359.87 1015.95,358.57
Table B-20 EquakeII CV Green channel linearity - SPR






Max residual 122.57 135.38 122.57 136.06
Minresidual -89.25 -104.97 -89.25 -104.56
Avg residual 19.08 19.05 19.08 19.07
Coefficients
(mhht>)
859.28, -346;38 878.89, -378.06 859.28, -346.38 879.08, -378.93




Max residual 79.05 89.23 79.05 89.94
Min residual -79.94 -70.94 -79.94 -70.13
Avg residual 18.53 17.83 18.53 18.02
Coefficients
(m,b)
? 1004.01, -321.26 999.14,-322.98 1004.01,-321.26 999.52,-324.36







Max residual 62.35 77.99 62.35 79.32
Min residual -44.02 -38.39 -44.02 -37.70
Avg residual 11.18 12.75 11.18 13.04
Coefficients
[ <mj>r)
1153.89,-22.23 1172.88,-44.61 1 153.89, -22.23 1174.07,-46.36
Table B-23 EquakeII PDEN Red channel Linearity - SPR
fflSM^^^D^Tx^^ sf3Tj?; Mlliilj ^^^Sl Jmm
Max residual 126.59 127.52 126.59 127.00
Min residual -27.60 -38.97 -27.60 -33.47
Avg residual 8.11 8.48 8.11 8.08
Coefficients
(nitJig)
993.33, 65.85 1002.32,58.01 993.33, 65.85 997.92,61.92
Table B-24 EquakeII PDEN Green channel linearity - SPR




Max residual 135.55 140.79 135.55 136.03
Min residual -71.14 -85.33 -71.14 -83.78
Avg residual 13.55 13.65 13.55 13.80
Coefficients
(thbb)
905.24, 82.41 918.60,64.31 905.24, 82.41 914.26,73.25
Table B-25 EquakeII PDEN Blue channel linearity - SPR
ilSl^ ^^^^s^^L^^ijiiXiiiSL^i^s ^P^^^^^^^^^^O^^^
Max residual 71.54 75.58 71.54 70.63
Min residual -51.10 -46.87 -51.10 -46.79
Avg residual 11.43 11.30 11.43 11.46
Coefficients
(m,b)
1009.22,28.18 1008.97, 18.92 1009.22, 22.78 1002.72, 28.18









:::"v ^^^^ :V:-:fe? ^SaSuSS rfyLalKIai
Max residual 61.23 77.56 61.23 71.23
Min residual -18.24 -24.37 -18.24 -15.99















Max residual 135.25 140.63 135.25 i jy.yo
Min residual -17.78 -22.48 -17.78 -22.37











Table B-28 EquakeII CV Green channel linearity - MPR
i^^m?i^m:'y- m *i-





Max residual 123.29 126.68 123.29 122.58
Min residual -46.49 -55.27 -46.49 -63.23











Table B-29 EquakeII CV Blue channel linearity - MPR
1I1J1!1I3J pffiifro TJj
^iS^iiiisnnMXiisiSi
Max residual 66.21 67.20 66.21 67.46
Min residual -16.40 -20.78 -16.40 -22.08


















Max residual 61.87 77.85 61.87 69.42
Min residual -18.05 -25.00 -18.05 -16.20











Table B-31 EquakeII PDEN Red channel linearity - MPR
iiiiyi & ^^^^^^J^jTiYfUsI^^ siJtMJs&OIOoDfsJIl
^s^^SsStlSKS^^^^
Max residual 125.68?? 130.56 125.68 131.14
Min residual -16.88 -21.82 -16.88 -21.75

















Max residual ??!34 54 138.65
?;
134.54 136.17
Min residual -58.81 -62.28 -58.81 -57.24

















Max residual 71.75? 71.31 : 71.75 73.17
Min residual -17.50 S: -18.68 47.50 -22.91











Table B-34 EquakeII PDEN Neutral average linearity - MPR
B-29
Scanner Response Linearity
Red Channel Linearity - Multiple Predictor Regression
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Figure B-19 CIas35 Red channel and Green channel residual error plots - MPR
B-30
Scanner Response Linearity
Blue Channel Linearity - Multiple Predictor Regression
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Figure B-20 Clas35 Blue channel and Neutral average residual error plots - MPR
B-31
Scanner Response Linearity






Maxresidual 53.66 52.65 53.66 54.82
Min residual -45.36 -47.02 -45.36 -49.51
Avg residual 10.46 10.44 10.46 10.68
Coefficients 1151.60,-33.97 1147.39,-29.79 1151.60,-33.97 1143.31,-24.84
Table B-35 Clas35 CV Red channel linearity - SPR





Min residual -53.55 -58.57 -5355 -58.59
Avg residual 9.54 978 9.54 9.73
Coefficients 1005.70,36.14 1008.17,37.73 1005.70,36.14 ? 1009.54,35.85
(mbr)





Max residual 217.13 225.80 217.13 224.70
Min residual -49.16 -54.51 -49.16 -53.62
Avg residual 15.38 15.22 15.38 15.17
Coefficients
(mrfu.
904.49, 65.42 918.54, 43.23 904.49. 65.42 ' 917.20, 45.62
Table B-37 Clas35 CV Blue channel linearity - SPR
BS S^J-n?5 lyjiT WskM^MiW ttZn?Jjim livJOIlk ; \MJ&e*^&&Ejl ^M^^^3^^^^^^^m
lllllll lliltl!&fMm?A??\^^^E^^fc ^yvS^^^^^M
Maxresidual 85.40 89.32 85.40 88.82
Min residual -40.92 -35.83 -40.92 -35.39
Avg residual 11.42 11.29 11.42 11.29
Coefficients
(mH,b)
1012.80, 2.87 1011.70,-0.2844 1012.80, 2.87 1010.81,0.8256




lisllt!i^ * sXO^^^^^^^^- ^^^^^^^^nj5W&W^xjiffi^^^B?*L^^^S^:^ffl
Max residual 52.17 49.37 52.17 ? 53.75
Min residual -44.10 -46.33 -44.10 -47.68
Avg residual 10.17 10.18 10.17 10.36
Coefficients
(mj>r)
1120.48,-33.01 1117.39,-28.91 1120.48,-33.01 1112.37,-24.55
Table B-39 Clas35 PDEN Red channel linearity - SPR
illlllllil p^^w ?V; SSlli ?ioi^s^^sxoiin!i^i^sW&!M^& iSI&SIl^^^^^^^^^S
:$#w$$&m$i ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Max residual 105.67 106.37 105.67 105.54
Min residual -48.11 -47.52 -48.11 -48.32
Avg residual 7.16 726 7.16 7,25
Coefficients 965.13, 21.99 969.77,17.72 965.13,21.99 968.71,19.37
Table B-40 Clas35 PDEN Green channel linearity - SPR




;'; : "s f ;:?>???ti??. '", ?
lPJHiI|f| efKIsr^^
Trf .
Maxresidual 225.46 238.66 225.46 239.60
Min residual -50.83 -62.49 -50.83 -61.48
Avg residual 19.01 18.43 19.01 1838
Coefficients
(mM
970.30, 71.00 987.39,41.35 970.30, 71.00 987.34,40.46
ISIS ]18!f ^^^s^j^M^umn^x^^^^^^^^^^^S ^^SlS^a|^^^B^^
^^^^^^Mm^^^^m^fyfss??- ^SS^^^^^^^^.ft^P
Max residual 86.53 89.51 86.53 88.32
Min residual -37.20 -31.36 -37.20 -33.64
Avg residual 10.04 10.14 10.04 9.89
Coefficients
(K,b)
1015.56,6.07 1012.86, 4.95 1015.56, 6.07 1013.89,5.43




1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1niM 1 1 1 1 1 n i M 1 1 1 II M 1 1 II 1 1
53 59 53 67 53.59 5*5 67
Mi. s ndirdt *24 39 -3168 -24 39 -23.55
-











Table B-43 Clas35 CV Red channel linearity MPR
Max residual 103.48 102.66 103.48 99.78
Min residual -48 80 -51 89 48 80 57 71
.l. .1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.'.'.1.1,1.1.1.1.1









Table B-44 CIas35 CV Green channel linearity - MPR
Max residual 21397 22142 213^71 217.40
Min residual -32.76 -40 58 -32 76 mmm


















Min residual -23.82 .25.,? ?? -23.S2;
?:
-21 >9
Avg residual 4.04 4.88 4.94 xM
Coefficients
(m,r. ~nb,bn)









Table B-46 Clas35 CV Neutral average linearity - MPR
B-34
Scanner Response Linearity
Max residual 52.10 ".
B^HMmf
52 52.89





















Max r< sidu d 102.19 101 45 102.19 103 .53
Min residual 53 82 -50.16
^
-::
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All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-21 Pcd2000 vs EquakeII - scanner relative response




- Multiple Predictor Regression
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Blue Linearity - Multiple Predictor Regression
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- Multiple Predictor Regression
Pcd2000 D1 CV Output vs Equake D1 CV Output
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Table B-53 Pcd2000 vs EquakeII - CV Blue channel linearity - MPR
Max residual
Mitiresidiial
















Table B-54 Pcd2000 vs EquakeII - CVNeutral average linearity - MPR
B-40
ScannerRelative Linearity
Red Linearity - Multiple Predictor Regression
























































- Multiple Predictor Regression
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- Multiple Predictor Regression
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Neutral Linearity - Multiple Predictor Regression

















































































Table B-57 Pcd2000 vs Clas35 - CV Blue channel linearity - MPR
H 3 SSEIiilil! ^^SS^^^^B
lilfl m
Max residual 33.84 29.47 31.41
Min residual -30.64 -34.66 -33.16












































- Multiple Predictor Regression
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- Multiple Predictor Regression
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- Multiple Predictor Regression













Neutral Linearity - Multiple Predictor Regression
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Table B-59 EquakeII vs Clas35 - CV Red channel linearity - MPR
i^H||BOllIi TfOirsl
^<llsl2illl38
50.28 51.07Max residual 49.09
Min residual r 17.78 -18.41 -15.55









Table B-60 EquakeII vs Clas35 - CV Green channel linearity - MPR




Max residual 27.43 26.81 27.35
Min residual -89.11 -92.40 -95.99









Table B-61 EquakeII vs Clas35 - CVBlue channel linearity - MPR




Max residual 28.22 25.37 25.67
Min residual -14.70 -24.16 -19.96















All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-28 Pcd2000 - Red channel short-term repeatability plots
B-48
Short-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-29 Pcd2000 - Green channel short-term repeatability plots
B-49
Short-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-30 Pcd2000 Blue channel short-term repeatability plots
B-50
Short-term Repeatability
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All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-34 EquakeII - Blue channel short-term repeatability plots
B-54
Short-term Repeatability
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Figure B-35EquakeII - Neutral average short-term repeatability plots
B-55
Short-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-36 Clas35 - Red channel short-term repeatability plots
B-56
Short-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-37 Clas35 - Green channel short-term repeatability plots
B-57
Short-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-38 Clas35 - Blue channel short-term repeatability plots
B-58
Short-term Repeatability
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All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-41 Pcd2000 - Green channel long-term repeatability plots
B-63
Long-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-42 Pcd2000 - Blue channel long-term repeatability plots
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Long-term Repeatability
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Figure B-43 Pcd2000 - Neutral average long-term repeatability plots
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Long-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
Red Channel Repeatability
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Figure B-44 EquakeII - Red channel long-term repeatability plots
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Long-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-45 EquakeII - Green channel long-term repeatability plots
B-67
Long-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-46 EquakeII - Blue channel long-term repeatability plots
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Long-term Repeatability
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Figure B-47 EquakeII - Neutral average long-term repeatability plots
B-69
Long-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-48 Clas35 - Red channel long-term repeatability plots
B-70
Long-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-49 Clas35 - Green channel long-term repeatability plots
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Long-term Repeatability
All Exposure Comparison (64 Patch)
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Figure B-51 CIas35 - Neutral average long-term repeatability plots
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Long-term Repeatability








-63.63 -17.88 -10.06 -13.71
Absolute
Average
13.59 5.92 16.42 4.54
Table B-66 Pcd2000 long-term repeatability statistics








-643.56 -139.38 -160.31 -224.42
Absolute
Average
15.94 33.16 51.22 13.26
Table B-67 EquakeII long-term repeatability statistics








-15.5 -24.25 -21.375 -16.60
Absolute
Average
3.97 14.42 9.30 7.75






All Exposure Device Noise (64 Patch)








Figure B-52 Pcd2000 Device Noise plot
ItlfsOiilifutllll !Eal^s^^lM0^^^^^^^ iiiiiiifiK
Maximum 1745.25 1664.81 1889.5
Minimum 74.31 105.06 157.38
Average 783.53 801.8 954.53
v$/'/A***J!*i* >j[stl W^^^^^^^^^S ^jI^^&sMq^^^'
Maximum 15.79 9.35 11.00
Minimum 1.41 1.02 2.18
Average 3.44 2.60 4.69
Table B-69 Pcd2000 Device Noise statistics
B-76
Device Noise
All Exposure Device Noise (64 Patch)
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Figure B-53 EquakeII Device Noise plot
W\ SMHIMMmDIS^^^^PtlffS^Ws^^^^^
Maximum 1886.81 1824.31 1945.69
Minimum 133.00 176.94 258.06
Average 864.27 915.48 1043.99
W^i&TsS&L ^MM^^^S WsS&sMMi W^^^SMS^^M
Maximum 14.06 16.10 13.28
Minimum 0.8062 0.6191 1.15
Average 2.50 2.41 3.44
Table B-70 EquakeII Device Noise statistics
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Device Noise
All Exposure Device Noise (64 Patch)
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Figure B-54 CIas35 Device Noise plot
^^^^|^i%: i? ' | P^P^S if *_ 'JJ^sMi!K!SllM^^^^t^
Maximum 2039.44 2189.56 ? 2464.63
Minimum 264.63 ?554.56 701.13
Averai>e 1004.57 1295.77 1528.93
Illllf?31E11111 ffi|^gl^^?^^?;;':J.:'/J ^^^^W^^ffljjTi- s ^i^Sil^Sii 1 :-
Maximum ?42.33? 27.89??? 27.89
Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00
Average 3.81 4:38 5.53






Pcd2000 CV - Patch Density Profile (4x4)
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EquakeII CV - Patch Density Profile (4x4)
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Figure B-56 EquakeII CV variation plot for 64 Patch data (Frame 1, Patch 1 through Frame 5, Patch 1)
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Spatial Uniformity
Clas35 CV - Patch Density Profile (4x4)
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FigureB-57 Clas35 CV variation plot for 64 Patch data (Frame 1, Patch 1 through Frame 5, Patch 1)
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Spatial Uniformity
Pcd2000 -Along Line Uniformity (4 x 4 vs. 32x32)
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Figure B-58 Pcd2000Along-line uniformity (Frame 1, Patch 1 through Frame 5, Patch 1)
B-83
Spatial Uniformity
Pcd2000 - Across Line Uniformity (4x4 vs. 32 x 32 )
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Figure B-59 Pcd2000 Across-line uniformity (Frame 1, Patch 1 through Frame 5, Patch 1)
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Spatial Uniformity
EquakeII - Along Line Uniformity (4x4 vs. 8x8)
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Figure B-60 EquakeII Along-line uniformity (Frame 1, Patch 1 through Frame 5, Patch 1)
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Spatial Uniformity
EquakeII - Across Line Uniformity (4x4 vs. 8x8)
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Figure B-61 EquakeII Across-line uniformity (Frame 1, Patch 1 through Frame 5, Patch 1)
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Spatial Uniformity
Clas35 - Along Line Uniformity (4x4 vs. 8x8)
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Figure B-62 Clas35Along-line uniformity (Frame 1, Patch 1 through Frame 5, Patch 1)
B-87
Spatial Uniformity
Clas35 - Across Line Uniformity (4x4 vs. 8x8)
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Table B-73 Pcd2000 Across-line uniformity statistics
Table B-74 EquakeII Along-line uniformity statistics
^^isi^^' P^SI?
Maximum -14 Kt- -9.94 -12.56 -12,92
Minimum -21).W -15.81 -33.06 -21.58
Average 0(Vi.W 0.0479 0.0815 0.0644





















Maximum -87.38 -53.88 -104.06 1 -83.10
Minimum -100^375 -73.00 -116.69 -92.27
Average 0J482 0.2267 0.4024 s s s 0.3258
Table B-77 Clas35 Across-line uniformity statistics
B-89
Appendix C
Appendix C Patch Statistics
Appendix C contains statistics for 64 Patch film strip data generated on all three
scanners. The statistics listed include: xbar (average), min (minimum), max (maximum),
sigma (standard deviation), var (variance) and N (sample size). The statistics in this
appendix were computed using CV (Operational Metric data space) data set one (Dl) for
all sample region sizes (4x4 - 32x32 for Pcd2000 and 4x4 - 8x8 for Clas35 and EquakeII).
Although statistics were generated for all 45 frames of the 64 Patch film strip, this section
only lists statistics for the first 14 frames for each sample region size. The data is further
divided by frame number, patch number (1 - 6) and color channel (R, G, B). The text at
the bottom of the pages in this appendix indicate scanner model, data set, data metric and
region size for the statistics. For example, pcd4x4dlCVstats.txt means Pcd2000 (pcd)
scanner data set one (dl), CV metric (CV), 4 pixel x 4 pixel extraction region (4x4);
eq6x6dlCVstats.txtmeans EquakeII (eq) scanner data set one (dl), CV metric (CV), 6
pixel x 6 pixel extraction region (6x6); and cl8x8dlCVstats.txt means Clas35 (cl) scanner
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Appendix D Splus Code
Appendix D contains Splus code listings. The Splus functions were used to
evaluate the Operational Characteristics of the scanners and determine calibration
transformations. Comments describing the actions performed by each function are
provided in the comment headers at the top of each function. These comments discuss
high-level implementation issues, as well as the basic purpose of the function. The table
that follows lists the location of the function in the appendix, in addition to providing a
summary of the function.
Splus Code
D-l-D-10 Characterize the response of two different scanners (Scanner Relative).
Determine scanner relative linearity.
Determine scanner relative regression transforms.
D-ll -D>20 Characterize response of a single scanner.
Determine scanner linearity.
D-21 - D-22 Convert CIDmetric data to CVmetric.
-23>D-24 Convert CVmetric data to PDENmetric.
D-25-D-26 Convert PDENmetric data to CV metric.
D-27-D-28 Generate a single plot of scanner response showing r, g and b channels.
D-29 - D-32 Characterize scanner noise (Device Noise).
D-33-D-36 Characterize scanner uniformity in along-line and across-line directions
(Spatial Uniformity).
D-37-D-38 Generate histogram plots ofpatch density.
D-39 Generate a single plot of scanner relative (two scanners) response
showing r, g and b channel data together.
D-40
- D-41 Characterize scanner response variation with time (Temporal
Repeatability),
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